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Abstract
Much of the progress in Astronomy has been driven by instrumental
developments, from the first telescopes to fiber fed spectrographs. In this
review we describe the field of astrophotonics, a combination of photonics
and astronomical instrumentation that has the potential to drive the next
generation of developements. We begin with the science cases that have
been identified as possibly benefiting from astrophotonic devices. We
then discuss devices, methods and developments in the field along with
the advantages they provide. We conclude by describing possible future
developments in the field and their influence on astronomy.
1 Astronomical instrumentation and science
Astronomy is without doubt an empirical science more than others relying on
the analysis of electromagnetic radiation, and as such its progress has often
been correlated to the development of optical science and technology. The most
obvious example of this interaction between science branches are the discoveries
Galileo made at the beginning of the 17th century by pointing its telescope,
then the state of the art of optical instrumentation, to the sky. As well known
this simple attempt revolutionised the understanding of the universe and astro-
nomical observations were among the motivations of optical science to deliver
telescopes of improved quality. Before the end of the 17th century Christiaan
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Figure 1: An attempt to compare visually the progress of optics with the dis-
coveries in astronomy. State-of-the-art optical instrumentation has often been
the trigger for important discoveries.
Huyguens was able to develop an aberration corrected eyepiece allowing him to
resolve the rings of Saturn, which were previously believed to be satellites, and
detect the rotation of Mars. The invention of the reflecting telescope by New-
ton, which solved the problem of chromatic aberration, and the development of
parabolic mirrors by Gregor (∼ 1720), which solved the problem of spherical
aberration, opened the possibility to build telescopes with apertures significantly
larger than the refractive ones. Already by the end of the 18th century William
Herschel was observing the sky with reflecting telescopes exceeding half a meter
in diameter (his biggest telescope had an aperture of 122 cm), enabling him to
discover faint objects such as the satellites of Saturn and Uranus as well as to
compile an extensive catalogue of ’nebulae’. The invention of the spectroscope
by Fraunhofer (1814) and the subsequent discovery of the absorption lines in the
spectrum of the Sun is another example of how progress in optical technology
eventually changed the course of astronomy. The identification of the spectro-
scopic signature of chemical elements around 1850 gave astronomers a powerful
tool to understand the structure of stars and of the universe, whose benefits we
are still exploiting. A visual summary of the progression of optical technology
and astronomical discoveries is illustrated in Fig. 1.
Today, the frontier in optics is represented by photonics, which can be defined
as the science dealing with the development of technologies which generate,
transform or use tailored light states to perform a task. As the word suggests,
photonics aims at using photons to accomplish tasks in a way similar to what
electronics does with electrons. Under this definition we can include devices
such as laser sources, optical filters, optical fibres, and optoelectronic switches,
which are commonly used in applications for telecommunications and digital
data storage/readout. Given the impact of optical technologies had in shaping
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the history of astronomy, it is not surprising that astronomers have already
started to borrow photonic technologies to improve their instruments.
First examples of what is called now ’astrophotonics’ (i.e. application of
photonics to astronomical instrumentation[35]) date back to the beginning of
the 1980’s when optical fibers were used to improve the productivity of spectro-
graphs (multi-object spectrograph MEDUSA [131]) or to obtain hyperspectral
images of extended objects (integral field spectroscopy [313]). Besides repre-
senting a major part of all existing astrophotonic instrumentation, multi-object
and integral field spectrographs have become essential tools of contemporary
astronomy which enabled large scale surveys of the sky and kinematic studies of
galaxies which were inconceivable only a couple of decades ago. Photonic com-
ponents such as integrated optics circuits, phase masks, lasers and speciality op-
tical fibres are currently being employed or are proposed as keys to enhance the
performance, reduce the size of astronomical instrumentation, and/or enhance
the use of the telescope through multiplexing. Specifically, photonic technolo-
gies will be part of the instrumentation for Extremely Large Telescopes (ELTs)
already from the very beginning, as for instance laser guide stars for adaptive
optics [233] and optical fibres as key components of multi-object and/or integral
field spectrographs[91].
This review seeks to give a structured and comprehensive overview of the in-
terplay between photonics and astronomical instrumentation, highlighting in
particular the current state-of-the-art in the field as well as the perspectives
to which the community may look at. A way to visualise this approach is pre-
sented in the ring-plot of Fig. 2, where astronomical instruments (middle circle)
result from the, often contrasting, specifications dictated by the astrophysics of
the object under study (inner circle) and the constraints of optical physics and
technologies (outer circle). Instrumentation can be therefore discussed from the
perspective of the astronomer and from the one of the optical/photonic engineer.
Differently to other overview works in the field[35, 36], this paper incorpo-
rates different branches of astrophotonics that are usually addressed separately,
as for instance spectroscopy, interferometry/high-contrast, calibration, techno-
logical platforms. Section 2 addresses, under an astrophysical perspective, spe-
cific science cases and related requirements that can directly benefit from the
photonics approach. Consistently with the ring-plot, Section 3 introduces the
optical physics perspective by summarising the formalism of optical waveguid-
ing, which is central to the understanding of photonic technologies. Section
4 presents the different families of astrophotonics devices from a performance-
driven point-of-view and facilitate the comparison with the theoretical back-
ground given in Section 3. Finally Section 5 concludes our paper and summarises
future perspectives.
2 Astronomical perspective
Imaging and spectroscopy techniques – or the combination of them – are the
two pillars supporting any advance in observational astrophysics. These two
3
Figure 2: Astronomical instruments (middle circle) develop in between the de-
sired specifications derived from the astronomical target (inner circle) and the
constraints imposed by the available optical technologies (outer circle).
methods branch into several sub-techniques driven by specific science cases.
The potential benefit of photonics-based solutions must be appreciated under
the perspective of the scientific requirements associated to these two main tech-
niques.
2.1 Single object spectroscopy
Spectroscopy is a prime technique used in astronomy to investigate many prop-
erties of astrophysical objects, from chemical composition, to velocity structure,
to the detection of exoplanets through the Doppler technique. This requires the
splitting of the incoming light into its different colours by mean of dispersive
optical elements (e.g. prism, grating). In a simplified dispersive spectrograph
the light enters through a slit that selects a small region of the field, then a
collimator collimates the light, a prism/grating or other dispersive element dis-
perses the light, and a camera lens focuses the light onto a detection surface.
One of the most important requirements for long-slit spectroscopy is the achiev-
able spectral resolving power R=λ/∆λ, which is usually driven by a particular
science case. It determines our ability to measure flux densities at two nearby
wavelengths separated by ∆λ. For grating spectroscopy for example the spectral
resolving power is calculated by
4
R =
mρλW
χDT
. (1)
where m is the diffraction grating order, ρ is the rulings on the grating, λ is
the operating wavelength,W is the number of illumined rulings, χ is the angular
seeing and DT is the telescope diameter.
This means that in systems where diffraction is dominant ( χDT = λ) the
spectral resolving power is limited by the properties of the diffractive element.
However in non diffraction limited cases ( χDT > λ), R will be constrained
by the implemented dispersion element (grating, prism...), the diameter of the
telescope feeding it, and the slit size itself. This dependence is well established in
classical instrumentation and further information can be found in spectroscopy
textbooks (e.g. [269]). As spectroscopy is exploited in the majority of the science
cases in optical and infrared astronomy, we analyse hereafter the requirements
of a subset of them.
Measurement of chemical compositions and effective temperatures:
Low-resolution spectroscopy with R of few tens is sufficient to trace the contin-
uum emission of galactic and extragalactic objects and estimate their effective
temperature. Solid-state species and broad spectral features such as ices[249],
silicates[310] or PAHs[312, 295] can be studied at resolution of few hundreds
to few thousands. While spectroscopy can be implemented virtually at all
wavelengths, we are more particularly interested here in the optical and in-
frared regimes where numerous atomic to molecular line tracers are reported
[316, 311, 129]. Historically, optical spectroscopy of bright nearby stars has
revealed the gas composition of stellar photospheres. For spatially extended ob-
jects beyond the resolution of the telescope, long-slit spectroscopy can provide
simultaneously spectral and spatial information when the slit is properly aligned
as this has been reported for the disk of β Pictoris[228]. Currently, large projects
such as GAIA implement all-sky spectroscopic surveys to deliver colour infor-
mation of celestial objects through low-spectral resolving power (R ∼20) in the
optical regime [350 – 1000nm] for magnitudes down to G∼201. Whilst many
way of splitting the light exist (e.g. Fourier transform spectrograph (FTS),
Hadamard masks etc...), dispersive spectroscopy tends to dominate in modern
astronomy due to its simplicity and robustness, as well as because of the avail-
ability of high-performance infrared detectors that tend to cancel out the Felgett
advantage in acFTS spectrometers.
The main instrumental requirements for low-resolution spectroscopy science are
then: excellent throughput for observation of faint objects; flatness of the spec-
tral response ultimately constrained by the spectral response of the detector;
broadband capabilities overall several astronomical bands (e.g. V+R+I, or
J+H+K); arc minute field of view when operating in slitless mode;
1The Blue and Red Photometer of GAIA operate in slitless mode.
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Measuring motion in the Universe: from stellar physics to exoplanets
and (circum)stellar physics: Beside investigating the chemical composi-
tion of astrophysical sources, spectroscopy is successfully and largely used for
studying the radial velocities of celestial objects via the Doppler shift. Since
the discovery of the first exoplanet around a Sun like star using the radial ve-
locity technique[204] the number of exoplanets discovered using this technique
has grown rapidly, peaking with the discovery of a possible temperate terrestrial
planet around the M dwarf Proxima Centauri[6]. For these science, (very) high
spectral resolution with R ∼100 000 is typically required if small line-of-sight
velocities down to a precision of a m/s to 10 cm/s [206] are sought according
to v=c∆λ/λ. Taking advantage of the periodic movement of an exoplanet in-
trinsic atmospheric line with respect to our strong telluric lines, high-resolution
spectroscopy even permits to characterise the exoplanet atmosphere itself. This
technique has been shown for τ Boo¨tis b with the CO line using the R=100,000
CRIRES spectrograph and might be implemented with the future METIS in-
strument on the ELT[283].
At intermediate spectral resolutions of few thousands to ten of thousands, spec-
troscopy senses the gas kinematics in circumstellar environments [111, 248, 115,
215] and galaxies using the techniques of spectro-astrometry [296] and spectro-
interferometry. Motion of gas over stellar photosphere resulting from stellar
winds and mass-loss mechanisms is seen in high resolution spectra where partic-
ular shapes such as P-Cygni profiles are observed. Importantly, the magnetism
of stars can be investigated using high-resolution spectro-polarimetry that re-
veals the splitting of atomic lines due to the Zeeman effect [8].
For this type of (very) high-spectral resolution science cases, an extremely good
stability of the instrument is required from the mechanical and thermal point-of-
view as environmental disturbance may lead to drifts or jittering of the spectral
lines being measured. In many instances, the possibility to set the instrumental
payload in a vacuum vessel is highly valued but this requires a more demanding
infrastructure depending on the size of the spectrograph. When the spectro-
graph is a fibered-fed unit, the option of modal noise suppression is a major
requirement. Finally, for survey purposes accessing a large instantaneous field-
of-view is a top requirement: the Radial Velocity Spectrograph (RVS) on GAIA
accesses a field-of-view of 0.6 deg2 at a spectral resolution of R ∼11,000.
Solar system bodies There are numerous types of small bodies present in
the solar system, mostly inhabiting the asteroid belt and Kuiper belt. Studies
of these small objects within the solar system rely on detection and follow up
capabilities, which small telescopes are ideally suited for provided the objects
are bright enough. Not only can these objects tell us about the chemical make-
up of the solar system, they can also give us information as to how it formed.
There are two main competing sets of theories about evolution of objects in the
solar system. The first, older set of theories states most objects formed in place
from the remnants of the material that created the sun, with a few moving due
to planetary perturbations (The nebular hypothesis). The second set of theories
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state that the migration of Jupiter and Saturn caused massive upheavals in the
solar system moving around all the materials. Thus, understanding the location
and chemical composition of small objects within the solar system is key to
understanding its formation history. Various reports have stated that follow up
studies using low resolution spectroscopy on 4 m class telescopes at visible and
near infra-red wavelengths would allow observations at limiting magnitudes of
> 21 and would then tell us about the composition of these objects and further
test the theories on solar system formation. In addition to the small bodies in
the Kuiper belt and asteroid belt comets can be used to inform theories about
the formation of the solar system. In order to make useful discoveries high
resolution spectroscopy needs to be performed in the optical and near infrared.
Finally, the atmospheres of solar system planets present an exciting oppor-
tunity with further study allowing us to probe the composition and dynamics
of the atmospheres to greater levels than previously achieved.
Low mass brown dwarfs Brown dwarfs occupy the mass range between the
largest planets and the smallest stars. Due to their size, they are unable to
sustain nuclear fusion of hydrogen, though some are thought to fuse heavier
elements. The first Brown dwarf was discovered in 1995, though their existence
was hypothesised for many years before [252]. Since the first discovery, the
numbers and diversity in candidates has increased to hundreds, mostly due to
surveys such as the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) [329] and Two Micron
All-Sky Survey (2MASS) [107].
To increase the number of candidates will be the job of future photometric
and spectroscopic surveys covering the optical and Near Infra-Red (NIR). In
addition, understanding the composition and processes in their atmospheres is
particularly important, and spectroscopic surveys will be required to determine
parameters such as composition, temperature and density. Due to the tem-
perature of these objects low spectral resolution NIR spectroscopy is ideal to
maximise flux contrasts of these objects.
Stellar variability There are many different reasons from stellar variability,
ranging from binary pairs, to stellar pulsations through to cataclysmic vari-
ables. Observations of these variable stars are extremely useful and they can
be used to study many properties of the star, from determining the processes
driving their variability, probing stellar evolution and properties and probing
their atmospheres. In addition specific types of variable stars (e.g. RR Lyrae,
Cephied variables) can be used to determine other parameters used to deter-
mine cosmological distances [97]. In recent years the number of candidates has
grown thanks to two major efforts. First through gravitational lensing surveys
(e.g. MACHO [2] and OGLE [306]) and also using wide field surveys, both for
variable stars but also for exoplanets (e.g. ASAS [247], ROTSE [1] and HATNet
[126]), have provided hundreds of thousands more candidates.
Whilst time resolved photometry tells us much about these candidates, there
are also advantages to performing observations with time resolved spectroscopy.
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Figure 3: Methods of Integral Field Spectroscopy. Taken from [3]
. The top image shows a lenslet array feeding the spectrograph, this is sim-
ple and allows for a large field of view, but requires the spectrograph to be
close to the telescope. The second option, fibres, allows the spectrograph to be
placed further from the telescope, usually at the cost of throughput. At the
bottom, image slicers and microslicers generally allow high throughput, though
also require the spectrograph to be close to the telescope.
Firstly to provide confirmation or clarification in the classification [80] and sec-
ondly to further probe the star. Most recently understanding variations in stars
has been helping astronomers disentangle planetary radial velocity signals from
those of effects such as sun-spots on the surface of stars (e.g. [230]).
2.2 Integral field Spectroscopy and Multi object spectroscopy
- Hyperspectral imaging
Whilst spectrographs observing single objects are extremely powerful, they are
limited in their capabilities to observe large numbers of objects. In an era
where many science cases require large statistical samples and with telescopes
becoming fewer in number (due to their larger designs costing more), more
pressures are put on multiplex, or the amount of objects an instrument can
observe at once. To solve this the alternative is to observe many objects at once.
Spatial elements (spaxels) are observed in the focal plane and then fed into the
spectrograph to produce a 3D data cube (see Fig. 3). There are two types of
these instrument, which can be loosely classed into Multi Object Spectrograph
(MOS) and Integral Field Spectroscopy (IFS). MOS allows observations of
multiple objects in the field of view [84] whist IFS allows small patches of sky
to be spatially resolved by an Integral Field Unit (IFU) (e.g. for observation of
extended or spatially adjacent objects) [3]. To further increase the number and
type of object that can be observed there is a combination of the two (using
multiple IFUs) which is called Diverse Field Spectroscopy (DFS) [225]. There
are many science cases for all of the above and some are briefly outlined below.
Galactic science To understand how individual galaxies form, what drives
their evolution and what states they tend to requires large data sets of spatially
resolved galaxies. Due to this large IFSs surveys are an extremely powerful tool.
There are currently lots of larger scale surveys such as MASSIVE (Mitchell Spec-
trograph), AMAZE (SINFONI) and KROSS (KMOS) are currently providing
data on hundreds of galaxies. These are being supplemented by even bigger
ones (thousands of galaxies observed) such as MaNGA, SAMI, and Califa, plus
soon the Local Volume Mapper (LVM). These surveys tend to provide direct
information on two components, stars and gas.
As the most obvious components of a galaxy, stars are easily identifiable. In
certain areas of nearby galaxies individual brighter stars can be resolved (e.g.
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M31), whilst at larger distances only the overall population can be estimated.
From studies of these populations we can gain an insight into the age composi-
tion and metallicity, showing which types of stars make up the galaxy and how
these have evolved in time. Combining this with knowledge of the evolution of
stars then gives information about the star formation rate within the galaxy.
When all this information is processed the information on the stars can give the
star formation rate surface density and the kinematics of the stars in the galaxy.
Studies of the gas in galaxies are equally important. They can be used to
trace the metalicity and abundance ratio of the gas, telling us the processes
forming stars and in the future the types of stars that will form and at what
rate. In addition gas can also trace the kinematics of the galaxy.
Combining information on both of these components in large data sets allows
astronomers to answer the largest questions in galaxy formation and evolution
today. These include including how physical processes evolve with time, what
regulates star formation, how metals build up, what drives gas inflows and
outflows, the role of the local environment and what drives strong morphological
transformation.
Cosmology Understanding the universe on the largest scales is one of the
grandest aims of astronomy. How the universe expands, the composition of the
universe and the physics governing everything are both very large questions.
To solve these large sets of data are required. Obtaining these with single slits
or fibres is difficult and time consuming. As such the trend is towards MOS
instruments. For these surveys the object is not typically spatially resolved and
the science cases are mostly dominated by the desire to understand how galaxies
and the corresponding luminosity functions evolve with time.
For this to be known, both the composition and the redshift of the galaxy
must be understood. This requires moderate spectral resolving power instru-
ments such as VIMOS (R of 200 to 2500), AAOmega (R 1000 to 8000). These
instruments are used to perform survey such as zCOSMOS, VVDS, VIPERS
and GAMA. These instruments and surveys have led to many interesting dis-
coveries, such as the combined discovery of periodic variations in the density of
visible matter, Baryon accoustic oscillation, by the 2DF instrument [236].
Exoplanets Another promising method for detecting exoplanets is to use IFS.
A combination of an extreme Adaptive Optics (AO) system and a chronograph
to spatially resolve the star and planet whilst also removing the light from the
star. Imaging systems can then be used, or long slit, or IFSs such as the IFU
for SPHERE [55], GPI IFU [54] and CHARIS (SCExAO) [244]. This allows
us to distinguish between the speckles from the telescope and any potential
exoplanets using spectro-differential imaging [251]. This technique makes use of
the wavelength dependency of the position of the speckles, which the planet’s
signature doesn’t have, Meaning the position of the speckle will change on the
IFU with wavelength, whereas the planet will not. In addition IFUs can be used
for the characterisation of the planet’s atmosphere (REF/Nature of a few years
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ago with spectrum of HR8799b with NACO VLT).
2.3 High-angular resolution
The imaging technique is the second main pillar of modern observational astro-
physics, hence the accessible level of accessible angular (or spatial) resolution is
a requirement shared by a large number of science cases.
Back to Messier’s time, the identification and classification of his so-called ”neb-
ulosities” was established on the basis of the objects morphology and brightness
distribution resolved by primitive telescopes or even naked-eye. This led re-
ferring to M31 as the beautiful nebula of the belt of Andromeda, shaped like a
spindle [212], which M. Messier has investigated with different instruments, and
he didn’t recognise a star 2. Since then, the constant increasing resolving power
of modern telescopes has greatly benefited to galactic and extragalactic astro-
physics.
Following the works of Duquennoy & Mayor [83], stellar multiplicity has been
identified as a frequent property of solar-type stars with a binary rate larger
than ∼50%. Star formation theories based on single star scenarios have been
challenged by such observational evidence and extended studies of young T
Tauri stars emerging from their protostellar cloud have permitted a better un-
derstanding of the early phases of star formation. Early works from different
groups [106, 180, 207, 59] have made use of infrared high-resolution observations
based, for instance, on new adaptive optics and speckle imaging techniques to
explore the statistics of close binaries population in young star forming regions,
hence complementing radial velocities surveys sensitive to periods of few days
[197]. The expansion of such studies to higher stellar masses has taken advan-
tage of milliarsecond resolution scales delivered by long-baseline interferometry
observations to conclude that binarity was the norm rather than the exception
[266].
The observational investigation of circumstellar disks in nearby star forming re-
gions as well as in the solar neighbourhood has resulted in a significant progress
of our understanding of the physics of disks and their possible connection to
planet formation and evolution throughout the pre-main-sequence and main-
sequence stage: the angular resolution delivered by the Hubble Space Tele-
scope (HST) [231, 12, 151, 149], by AO-assisted ground-based instruments at
Keck and VLT [242, 82, 102] or by long-baseline interferometers such IOTA,
VLTI [222, 309, 253, 175] has been decisive in that sense.
As the limits in the delivered angular resolution were regularly pushed back,
breakthrough results were obtained in numerous fields: in stellar physics un-
precedented images of stellar surfaces have been reconstructed that highlighted
processes of convection and spotty patterns [232, 258, 227]; long baseline in-
terferometry at Keck and VLT-I has made possible to understand the spatial
properties of the circum-nuclear dust and the K-band nuclear emission in AGNs
2in its original version La belle ne´buleuse de la ceinture d’Androme`de, en forme de fuseau.
M. Messier l’a examine´e avec diffe´rents instruments, et il n’y a reconnue aucune e´toile.
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[292, 49], while is the combination of milliarcsecond angular resolution and re-
verberation mapping may result in a new approach to cosmic distances estimate
[132]; last but not least, some of the major results in the Galactic Center sci-
ence have been uniquely obtained thanks to the sharpest images of the nuclear
star cluster around Sagittarius A∗ [268], whereas the 10-µas campaign with the
GRAVITY interferometer [112] may further change our understanding of strong
gravity physics.
The interplay between angular resolution and astrometry has been also very
central for science cases based on astrometric measurements. For instance, in
the ideal case of a photon-noise dominated point spread function (PSF), the po-
sition of the centroid can be measured with a differential astrometric precision of
(λ/2D)/
√
Nph.Nref , where Nph is the number of collected photons, and Nref the
number of background reference star [191]. For this reason, the implementation
of long-baseline interferometric techniques with baselines of few hundred meters
has been a long sought goal to achieve microarcsecond – or better – astrometric
precision for the indirect detection of planets and/or dark matter. Existing or
past projects such as Gravity/VLTI [112], THEIA [301], PRIMA [75] or SIM
[308] have in the high angular resolution a key requirement.
The prime instrumentation requirement for employing high angular resolution
techniques is the ability to precisely control the variations of the phase across
the incoming wavefront, since the phase information plays a fundamental role
in imaging theory. The phase of the signal can either be affected by the fast
varying atmospheric turbulence, in case of ground based observations, or by
long-term opto-mechanical drifts and static aberrations that degrade the optical
quality. Functionalities such as adaptive optics, interferometric fringe-tracking,
wavefront filtering, active phase control, and vibration damping will be central
sub-units in the next decades. A large field-of-view (>30′′) is usually not fore-
seen as limitations linked to iso-planatic and iso-pistonic angles as well as field
aberrations arise, together with cost issues related to the size of the detector
needed to ensure simultaneously a wide field-of-view and a Nyquist sampled
PSF.
2.4 High-contrast techniques
High-contrast science may refer in the first place to the dynamic range of an
image, or the amplitude between the readout noise and the saturation limit of
the detector. This is particularly an important requirement for the study of
stellar clusters, where a compromise between sensitivity and dynamical range
needs to be found by playing on the detector (low/high) gain mode. However,
with the rapid expansion in the last decades of the field of exoplanets and planet
formation, high-contrast science has developed strong ties to the detection and
imaging of faint targets and structures in the immediate vicinity of a bright
central source.
Spectacular results in the field of exoplanets and disks direct imaging have been
obtained with the use of coronographic instruments capable of significantly re-
duce the glow of the central star [229]. Giant planets have been imaged within
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0.5′′ to few arcseconds from the their parent A-type stars [150, 193, 171] and offer
hence excellent prospects for the future spectroscopic characterization of their
atmosphere [140, 41]. Spatially-resolved sub-structures such as warps and spiral
arms have been observed around AUMic [39] and Herbig stars [17] using high-
contrast techniques. Very high-precision V2 interferometry in the near-infrared
has been successfully employed to characterise the population of debris disks in
the Solar neighbourhood [90]. Beside the existing experience, nulling interfer-
ometry may experience a new revival, following the DARWIN/TPF experience
[98], for the spectroscopic evidencing of biological biomarkers in the atmosphere
of Earth-like planets [152]. The recent discovery of a terrestrial, non-transiting,
planet orbiting our closest neighbour Proxima Centauri [6] will certainly further
motivate rapid advances in the field of high-contrast techniques.
Concerning the instrumental requirements applying to high-contrast techniques,
the wavefront phase needs to be controlled as – or even more – stringently than
for imaging or classical long-baseline interferometry. Since contrasts from 10−3
to 10−9 need to be achieved, effects related to high (>90%) Strehl ratios, control
of pupil rotation, PSF centering, surface scattering, local intensity mismatches,
differential polarization and long-term stability need to be addressed in order
to expect small inner-working angles (IWA) [200] or deep and stable nulls [210].
For science cases relevant to exoplanets and planet formation, the requirement
of observing in the thermal infrared (L to N , Q astronomical bands) is of high
relevance since the flux contrast between the central star and the planet/disk is
more favourable than in the near-infrared or in the optical regimes. Considera-
tions on the spectral richness of infrared spectra in terms of dust & gas tracers
and bio-signatures is a further motivation to operate at longer wavelengths as
well. While a high total throughput is desirable to pick-up the faintest objects,
the possibility to observe in broadband conditions is of high importance as well.
2.5 Metrology and calibration techniques
While not strictly related to one specific science case in astrophysics, the tech-
niques employed for calibration and metrology in support to ground- or space-
based observations are inescapable for an optimal interpretation of the science
data.
One approach, possibly definable as a passive calibration and likely the most
used, consists in observing an astrophysical standard with exactly the same in-
strumental setup as the one adopted for the science target in order to identify
features extrinsic to the object of interest and calibrate them out. The correc-
tion of strong telluric features in spectroscopy, the measurement of photometric
standard stars for photometry and the acquisition of so-called PSF reference
stars for spatially resolved imaging are the most common examples of passive
calibration.
Beside this, it is also frequent to use active calibration systems when a precise
knowledge of the time-dependent long-term drifts and stability/uniformity is
required, which may be difficult to monitor with on-sky calibration. A good
example is seen in high-resolution spectroscopy with a typical resolving power
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of R=100,000 when precise radial velocity measurements are sought for the
detection of planets. Since the relative spectral shift of the stellar lines must
be determined with a precision of ∼1/1000 resolution element, high-stability
calibration sources such as Thorium-Argon lamps or iodine cells have been em-
ployed to track instrumental drifts down to m/s. While spectral lamps have
been central for the operation of the HAPRS optical spectrograph, the upcom-
ing ESPRESSO spectrograph at the VLT will make use of spectral templates
of superior stability and accuracy delivered by a laser frequency-comb [239].
Artificial sources are also employed to assess the spatial flatness of a detector
response, or the quality of the sky thermal background suppression at infrared
wavelengths. In wide-field imaging applications, the monitoring of static and
dynamic field distortion effects need to be traced, which is typically achieved by
using an artificial scene of widely and uniformly distributed point sources. Fi-
nally, the effective suppression of unwanted sky lines at optical and near-infrared
wavelengths by mean of carefully tailored narrow-line filters is also highly de-
sirable.
Metrology becomes critical when unavoidable drifts and flexures of a large facil-
ity or instrument hamper the ultimate expected accuracy. A laser metrology is
usually implemented to achieve (sub-)wavelength position accuracy at 632 nm.
Some noticeable cases can be mentioned: the laser metrology system of the
high-precision astrometry instrument Gravity/VLTI launches its beam from the
interferometric lab up to the telescope pupil to trace back the path of the astro-
physical beam [186]. Considering that the astrometric angle ∆α=∆OPD/Bp,
the uncertainty on the length of the projected baseline needs to be sufficiently
small not to dominate the overall error budget. With a laser metrology, the
precision on the length of the interferometric (projected) baseline Bp greatly
surpasses what is typically delivered by pointing models; another example of
critical metrology need is found with the NEAT (now THEIA) project of space-
based high-precision astrometric mission [191, 301]. The small differential dis-
placement of an Earth-hosting star with respect to the background reference
stars due to the orbiting planet can only be measured if the uncertainties on
the geometry of the focal plane array (FPA) are calibrated down to one part in
105. The interferometric laser metrology system illuminating the FPA can help
to retrieve the ultimate position of the star PSF centroid [66].
The instrumental requirements inherent to active calibration and metrology ac-
tivities are clearly driven by an excellent knowledge and understanding of the
implemented hardware: this means that particular care needs to be taken to
study the spectral content, stability and repeatability of a calibration lamp.
Modern laser sources have made enormous progress in that sense. The charac-
terisation of the transparency range, optical quality and modal content of any
passive component involved in the calibration chain (e.g. filters, optical fibers,
phase modulators) must result from dedicated lab testing and, ideally, rely on
high-TRL devices. Finally, the possibility to simplify the optical design of any
calibration or metrology system for stability purposed should be considered as
an important requirement: in this sense, optical fibers that can efficiently trans-
port, filter or mix light from different physical locations will play an increasingly
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important role in astronomical instrumentation.
3 A very short introduction to Photonics
As briefly mentioned in the Introduction, photonic astronomical instrumenta-
tion has three main advantages over conventional instrumentation, namely (i)
the potential reduction of size and mass of the instrument, (ii) the possibility
to build highly multiplexed instruments, and (iii) the delivery of enhanced in-
strumental performance. The first advantage is clear considering the case for
integrated optics, i.e. a technology enabling optical devices manipulating light
at spatial scales of the order of the wavelength. Complex free-space optics set-
ups based on beam-splitters, folding mirrors, gratings and filters may be easily
integrated on an optical fibre or a glass substrate of a few square centimetre area
and few 100 µm thickness. This makes the functional part of an instrument
extremely compact and lightweight, a clear advantage especially for infrared
instrumentation (the cryogenic enclosure is smaller and thus less demanding)
and space missions. The miniaturisation and the possibility to fabricate easily
many identical copies of the integrated device makes astrophotonic instrumenta-
tion appealing for highly multiplexed instruments which allow a broader access
to unique telescope facilities and is a requirement for large scale astronomical
surveys. The classical example of this feature is provided by the introduction
of optical fibres which made multi-object spectroscopy possible (see Sec. 2.2).
Integrated optics could in the future allow for an even more aggressive multi-
plexing strategy levering on the inherently small size of the functional units of
the instrument. Finally, astrophotonic devices could deliver instruments with
unique performance, which could not be accomplished by other means. This is
for instance the case of integrated optics beam combiners for stellar interferom-
etry (Sec. 4.3) which deliver a highly precise visibility measurement through
the use of single mode optics, or the phase mask coronagraphy, which can sup-
press efficiently light at the diffraction limit by means of micro/nano-structured
optical plates (Sec. 4.4).
In this review, we propose to present astrophotonic instrumentation not
only according to their astronomical use but also from the perspective of the
employed photonic technologies. To this end, we introduce here basic photonic
concepts such as the waveguide and the optical modes which will be used in
Section 4 to classify astrophotonic instruments.
Photonic components can be broadly divided into passive and active devices.
Passive devices are optical elements introducing a static modification of the
properties of light. In these devices the power of light is preserved or, more
often, is reduced by losses. On the contrary, active devices can dynamically
modify the state of light by means of an interaction with an external agent.
The output light power in active devices can be greater than its input, the
gain being supplied by an external power source (e.g. electricity). In this
review we will discuss photonic applications to astronomy based on components
modifying the properties of light on spatial scales of the order of the wavelength
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of light. Under this classification we can include phase masks such as gratings
(see Section 4.1) or vortex phase masks (see Section 4.4) but not conventional
lenses, as the former requires the structuring of an optical surface at the micro-
nano-scale.
A fundamental component falling in our classification of passive photonic
devices is the optical waveguide. This is an heterogeneous optical medium
consisting of a region of space with high aspect ratio (the core) characterised
by a refractive index higher than its surroundings (the cladding) and transverse
dimensions comparable to the wavelength of light. In such a medium, light
can be confined in the core and propagate along the long axis (or longitudinal
axis, conventionally oriented to coincide with the z-coordinate axis) thanks to
the phenomenon of total internal reflection. Simple considerations in the frame
of the geometrical optics approximation show that light can propagate in the
core of the waveguide if the external divergence angle of light (respect to the
longitudinal axis) is smaller than the numerical aperture of the waveguide:
NA =
√
n2co − n
2
cl (2)
nco and ncl being the refractive indices of the core and the cladding, respectively.
Optical waveguides can come in the form of a glass fibre or as an element of an
integrated optical circuit, i.e. waveguides manufactured on a glass substrate.
The state of light in waveguides can be manipulated by means of more complex
passive components analogous to macroscopic devices, such as beam splitters
(optical couplers), mirrors (Bragg gratings and micro-resonators) or phase plates
(birefringent waveguides).
As active devices of interest for astrophotonics we will consider mainly lasers
and phase modulators. Lasers are optical media in which the population of
electrons in a radiative electronic transition is inverted respect to thermal equi-
librium. The population inversion is typically obtained injecting in the medium
power in the form of optical radiation or electrical current. Light resonant to a
radiative transition in an inverted medium is amplified coherently because of the
occurrence of stimulated light emission. Lasing media are typically inserted in
an optical resonator, where light can be amplified by many orders of magnitude
by passing it repeatedly in the amplifier by means of two mirrors. Currently the
laser resonator can be fabricated within a single optical fibre or waveguide using
fibre Bragg gratings as mirrors, or manufactured in semiconductor waveguides
within a laser diode. Photonic phase modulators are devices using an electrical
signal to induce a local variation of the refractive index of a waveguide, which
can advance or retard the phase of a guided optical field. They are typically
based on the electro-optical effect, by which a constant electrical field can alter
the birefringence properties of the medium where the waveguide is manufac-
tured. By integrating a phase modulators within an integrated Mach-Zehnder
interferometer amplitude modulators can be realised as well.
An important concept in photonics is the optical mode, which is a stationary
state (or eigenstate) of light eventually originating from the wave nature of
light and the boundary conditions at the interfaces of the optical system. Our
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everyday experience of wave phenomena can provide us a clear visualisation of
the abstract concept of mode. The waves generated by tipping regularly on
the rim of a glass filled with water or the movement of an elastic string tended
between two points are all phenomena that give rise to mechanical standing
waves, which can be represented mathematically as modes. In these cases the
temporal oscillation of the water or the string is modulated spatially by a sinus-
like profile consisting of an integer number of half wavelengths, the periodicity
of temporal and the spatial oscillations being related to each other through the
speed of sound in the medium.
Mathematically, modes are solutions of differential equations which describe
the physical system under study. Optical modes are solutions of the electro-
magnetic wave propagation equation:
∇×∇× ~E −
n2(~x)
c2
∂2 ~E
∂t2
= 0, (3)
which is straightforwardly derived from the Maxwell equations. Here n(~x) is
the spatially varying refractive index and c is the speed of light. This equation
is usually cast into an eigenvalue problem assuming an harmonic dependence in
one or more coordinates. As an example, let’s consider the case of the weakly
guiding optical waveguide, i.e. a waveguide satisfying the relationship ∆n =
nco − ncl ≪ ncl. In this case, we can safely assume that the electromagnetic
field is transverse respect to the axis of the waveguide and vectorial components
of the electric field are decoupled. This allows writing the wave equation in a
scalar form for the amplitude of one of the polarisation directions of the field:
∇2Ex,y −
n2(~x)
c2
∂2Ex,y
∂t2
= 0 (4)
If the refractive index profile of the core is invariant along z, the z-(longitudinal)
component of the electric field has an harmonic dependence in time and z:
Ex,y(x, y, z, t) = ψ(x, y) · exp[i(βz − ωt)] + c.c.. (5)
As a consequence, the transverse profile of the field ψ(x, y) obeys the following
eigenvalue equation, derived by substituting Eq. (5) in the scalar wave equation
Eq.(4): [
∂2
∂x2
+
∂2
∂y2
+ n(x, y)
ω2
c2
]
ψ = β2ψ, (6)
where n(x, y) is now the refractive index distribution in the transverse (x, y)
plane, which achieves its maximum in the region of the core. If the refractive
index distribution has a peak, the eigenvalue equation has a discrete set of solu-
tions which represent the transverse modes of a waveguide. The eigenvalues are
found by imposing that the field ψ(x, y) is continuous in value and derivative
everywhere, which is a consequence of n(x, y) possessing at most a finite discon-
tinuity in value ([284], chapter 33). Step index waveguides with circular cross
section, i.e. waveguides with a cylindrical core of constant refractive index and
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abrupt transition to the cladding, are a particular subgroup of waveguides which
possess mode profiles in analytical form. They represent a good approximation
of real optical fibres which can support a one or more discrete modes, the modal
behaviour being parametrised by the normalised frequency V :
V =
2π
λ
a ·NA, (7)
where a is the core radius and λ the free space wavelength of the light. For
V smaller than 2.405, waveguides can support a single mode. Asymptotically
the number of modes supported by a step index waveguide with circular cross
section can be obtained from:
N =
V 2
4
. (8)
Modes can also have a longitudinal attribute, as is the case of optical res-
onators, regions of space where light is trapped e.g. in the volume between
two parallel plane mirrors. The mirrors introduce a boundary condition for
the electromagnetic field similar to that of a vibrating string (the optical field
vanishes at the mirror surface) so that only a discrete set of longitudinal waves
characterised by an integer number of half wavelengths are supported by the
resonator.
Modes can be excited by matching an external optical field to the modal
field distribution at the boundaries of the photonic device. Examples are the
excitation of modes in a fibre by illuminating its tip with a beam having the
same spatial distribution of the mode or illuminating the semi-reflecting mirror
of an optical resonator with light tuned at the frequency of its stationary waves.
Modes form a complete orthonormal base for stationary fields sustained by the
photonic component and thus their complex amplitude aj can be obtained by
projecting the exciting field distribution Eext(x, y) onto the mode profile ψj(x, y)
at the interface:
aj =
√
nco
2
(
ǫ0
µ0
)1/4 ∫
S ψj(x, y)E
∗
extdA[∫
S
|ψj(x, y)|
2
dA
]1/2 , (9)
where S represents the external surface of the modal volume. Normalisation in
this case is chosen so that the power carried by the j-th mode is given simply
by the square modulus of aj.
Highly multi-mode fibres can be described safely in the frame of the geomet-
rical optical approximation. This gives us the possibility to use the brightness
theorem [42], to describe seeing limited PSF of a telescope in terms of modes.
Moreover, as the brightness theorem is basically a formulation of the second
principle of thermodynamics[209], we derive a useful lesson regarding mode
transformation devices. The brightness theorem states that the power per unit
area and solid angle (the brightness) of the image of a source of light formed
by a passive optical system cannot exceed the brightness of the source itself.
Since the brightness is related to the temperature of the source, it is clear that
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a violation of the brightness theorem could allow a perpetual motion machine
to work. In a lossless passive optical system the collected power is preserved
thus the brightness theorem is equivalent to state that the etendue of the source
and the image are the same, the etendue E being defined as the product of the
source area A by its solid angle divergence Ω:
E = A · Ω. (10)
We consider now an optical system consisting of a seeing limited telescope fo-
cusing light on a multi-mode optical fibre placed in the focal plane. For the
image of starlight in the focal plane of a telescope of diameter D and focal ratio
F♯ the etendue can be estimated as:
Etel = π(θDF♯)
2π
(
1
2F♯
)2
=
π2
4
(θD)2. (11)
Here the angle θ represents the seeing. On the other side, the etendue of light
propagating in a step-index optical fibre can be estimated as the area of the
core of radius a by the square of the numerical aperture:
Efib = πa
2πNA2 =
V 2
4
λ2, (12)
where we have used the definition of the normalised frequency V of the waveg-
uide Eq.(8). In this case, λ2 can be interpreted as the etendue of a single
optical mode. Because in lossless systems the etendue of light is a constant, we
can write:
V 2
4
λ2 =
π2
4
(θD)2 (13)
Recalling that the seeing angle can be roughly defined as λ/r0, r0 being the
Fried parameter we obtain:
V 2
4
=
π2
4
(
D
r0
)2
(14)
in which the expression π
2
4
(
D
r0
)2
can be interpreted as the ’modal content’ of
the point spread function of the telescope.
The conservation of brightness has further implications which are useful
for astronomical instrumentation. In particular it shows the impossibility to
have a passive, lossless device converting multimode light into a single mode
[322]. If such a device were possible, the brightness of light confined in the
single mode output should necessarily increase because of the reduction of the
etendue, thus violating the second principle of thermodynamics. This is the
reason why multimode devices with single mode behaviour such as the photonic
lantern [184, 27] distribute multi-mode light to an equivalent number of single
mode waveguides.
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In active devices brightness is not preserved, but the corresponding reduction
of entropy is compensated by the necessity to extract information from the
system. This is for instance the case of an adaptive optics system coupled to a
single mode fibre, which uses the information of the wavefront sensor to correct
the wavefront and concentrates the power in a single mode of the fibre. The
reduction in entropy associated to the correction of the aberrations is largely
compensated by the entropy increase of the wavefront measurement operation,
which requires the absorption of light on a detector.
4 Astrophotonics
In this Section we review photonic devices developed so far for astronomical in-
strumentation and classify them by astronomical technique and photonic func-
tion. As indicated in Table 1, we distinguish 5 main astronomical techniques
namely spectroscopy, high angular resolution, hyperspectral imaging, high con-
trast imaging and metrology/calibration. The photonic functionality distin-
guishes 3 categories depending modal content of the key photonic component of
the instrument, i.e. single mode, multi-mode and mode transformation devices.
Under single-mode devices we include continuous wave lasers operating at a
single longitudinal mode, and devices based on single-mode optical waveguides.
Devices like laser guide stars and integrated optics beam combiners for interfer-
ometry are therefore found in this category. Multimode devices are pulsed laser
sources which emit on a multitude of longitudinal modes or multi-mode optical
fibers. Laser frequency combs or 3D spectroscopy instruments (MOS or IFS)
are typical representative of this category. In between the single mode and the
multimode categories we can find mode transformation devices, which operate
a modification of the modal distribution between input and output. These are
for instance passive devices like the photonic lantern and diffraction gratings
(MM to MM), phase masks (SM to SM) or active devices like the deformable
mirrors in an adaptive optical system (MM to SM). The table in Figure 4 gives
an overview of the astrophotonic instruments according to the dual classification
described above.
In the following pages the sub-sections are devoted to the afore mentioned as-
tronomical techniques, while paragraphs distinguish the various photonic func-
tionalities underlying the instruments.
4.1 Spectroscopy
Single Mode Spectrographs As shown in Eq. 1 the mismatch between the
diffraction-limited resolution of the telescope λ/DT and the seeing χ reduces
the spectral resolving power of the spectrograph, which can be restored only by
making the grating (and hence instrument) larger or reducing the size of the slit
(which can cause a loss in light unless techniques such as image slicing is used).
The smallest spectrograph is then in general the one for which λ/DT = χ, the so-
called diffraction-limited spectrograph. From the point-of-view of astronomical
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Figure 4: Astrophotonic instruments can be classified according to the scien-
tific purpose (rows) and the modal behaviour (columns) of their key photonic
component.
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instrumentation, a truly diffraction-limited spectrograph could offer, besides size
reduction, two further main advantages. Firstly, improved stability through
the elimination of modal noise in fibres (which is the error in spectral line
position caused by the fluctuation of the barycentre of the input light beam
scrambled by atmospheric aberrations), and secondly a further reduction of
cost, thanks to either mass produced components for the photonic market or
smaller conventional components. Truly diffraction limited spectrographs could
be obtained by feeding the spectrograph with one or multiple single mode fibres
(SMFs) acting as spatial filters (a single mode spectrograph).
Whilst the idea of using spectrographs fed by SMFs is not new to astronomy,
though, due to atmospheric turbulence [277] coupling starlight to them is no-
toriously inefficient. A sophisticated AO system is therefore still mandatory to
reduce coupling losses. Before truly single mode (SM) coupling was considered
there were attempts using few mode fibers (FMFs) in 1998 [143], though with a
light loss still unacceptable for astronomical spectroscopy. This restriction led
to most spectrographs being fed using Multi-mode (MM) fibres. In recent years
developments in extreme adaptive optics (XAO) systems now routinely allow
high Strehl ratios and hence reasonably efficient coupling into SMFs. This is
leading to the first generation of SMF fed instrumentation, with examples of
coupling tests on SCExAO [147] and full instruments in Minerva-red [29] and
Ilocater [65].
Single mode reformatters and spectrographs To overcome the require-
ment of using XAO while preserving a high throughput, single mode spectro-
graphs fed by a Photonic Lantern (PL) [184, 27] have been proposed (Photonic
Integrated Multi-Mode Spectrograph (PIMMS) [37]). PLs are tapered optical fi-
bres which adiabatically transform a MM optical fibre into a collection of SMFs.
Light injected at the MM end of the device is distributed without losses in the
output SMFs provided their number is at least equal to the number of modes
supported in the MM end. A lossless transition to fewer fibres is in fact pro-
hibited by the brightness theorem (see Sec. 3). PLs come in the form of fibers
[184] or integrated 3D waveguides [302, 287] and can provide single mode func-
tionality to Multi-mode fibres (MMFs). This quality, originally exploited for
the development of astronomical notch filters (see Sec. 4.1), allows in principle
efficient coupling from seeing-limited telescopes, while allowing light dispersion
with a compact single mode spectrograph. The PIMMS concept has two pos-
sible implementations, either the SMF ends are rearranged into a linear array
acting as the pseudoslit of a spectrograph (also known as reformatting of light),
or they are fed to integrated spectrographs (see next paragraph). Further elab-
orations of the PIMMS concept have been conceived or developed. The simplest
is the photonic Tiger concept (named for the fibre fed Tiger IFU [182] where no
reformatting is used and a Multi Core Fiber (MCF) feeds the entrance slit to the
spectrograph. This means the spectra need to be dispersed such that none of
the inputs overlap. Alternatives have been put forward, to use Ultrafast Laser
Inscription (ULI) to write a 3D integrated optical component reformatting the
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MCF into a long slit. These are either separate waveguides [302, 287] or joining
the waveguides together to form a long slit [189]. The advantage of this method
is similar to conventional slit techniques, maximising use of the detector. In
addition fibre reformatters, taking the Point Spread Function (PSF) from the
telescope and reformatting into a slit have now been proposed and tested in
the lab, showing high levels of throughput [327], these are efficient, but in their
current form limited to low mode counts due to the complexity of the devices.
Some of these devices have been tested on sky either with a spectrograph (e.g.
the TIGER spectrograph [182]), or without (e.g. the Photonic dicer [125] and
the hybrid reformatter [190]).
Integrated Photonic Spectrographs As astronomical instruments are con-
stantly growing in size, techniques that allow the reduction of their size and
complexity are very popular. In telecommunications this has been an aim for
many years, with mature devices on centimetre size scales.
The idea of using these in astronomy was suggested as early as the mid 90s
[318, 319] and were initially based upon the ArrayedWaveguide Grating (AWG).
The AWG functions in a similar way to a conventional spectrograph, though
it embedded within a chip, reducing size and alignment complexity. These
devices are frequently used in telecommunications and are shown in figure 5
and function in a similar manner to a conventional spectrograph. The initial
single mode waveguide can be considered like the slit, or feeding fibre to the
spectrograph. The beam diffracts in the first free propagation region, which
acts as a collimator thanks to the confocal curved surfaces of its edges ([109],
Chapter 4). The expanded beam is sampled by an array of waveguides which,
thanks to their curved paths, add a constant incremental phase difference to
the light propagating in neighbouring waveguides. The output of the array of
waveguides is connected to a second free propagation region, this time acting
as a camera lens. Similarly to a conventional spectrograph, spectral lines are
focused at the curved exit surface of the free propagation region only if the
optical path difference from the focus to any pair of outputs of the output array
is an integer multiple of the wavelength. In telecommunication applications, at
the output of the second free propagation region single mode fibres are placed in
order to collect the light at different wavelengths. Since the incremental optical
path difference introduced by the array of waveguides usually corresponds to
several optical wavelengths, the AWG operates at high diffraction order (∼ 25)
like a conventional Echelle grating. As a consequence, the Free Spectral Range
of the AWG is very small, and their use for astronomy requires the introduction
of a cross-disperser at its output to separate the diffraction orders.
At the time of [318] the AWG technology was not considered sufficiently
developed to be used for astronomy. During the 2000s, the technology was
reconsidered by [34] in their paper comparing the AWG and Phased Echelle
Grating (PEG), they concluded that the technology was now sufficiently devel-
oped for use in astronomy.
The first on sky test of a modified commercial AWG was performed at the
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Figure 5: A Schematic of an astronomical arrayed waveguide grating (AWG)
reproduced from [79]. Here the input is single mode waveguide, which is fed by
light from the telescope. This light passes through the input free propagation
zone and enters the waveguide array where a phase difference is added (analo-
gous to a grating). The light is recombined in the output free propagation zone
and the spectrum is sampled either at the output of the chip or cross dispersed.
Australian Astronomical Telescope (AAT), formerly the Anglo-Australian Tele-
scope in Australia [68]. For this test the device was coupled to the telescope
using a single, SMF. This led to low coupling efficiency with the seeing lim-
ited AAT, though high enough to pick up the atmospheric emission lines. As
mentioned, due to the designed low Free Spectral Range (FSR) (≈ 57 nm) of
the device, the IRIS 2 [303] spectrograph was used to cross disperse the output
in order to obtain a useful FSR for astronomy. This first prototype displayed
a spectral resolving power of around R ≈ 2100 in the lab, targeting the low
resolution regime.
In the next set of experiments various improvements were made. These
included optimising production of the devices for efficiency. Removing the tapers
in the input waveguides in the Free propagation zone (FPZ), which allowed an
increase spectral resolving power [69]. Improving the coupling efficiency with
the telescope using a PL, which required the output orders to be cross dispersed
and using different AWGs more suitable for astronomical use (e.g. with higher
spectral resolving power).
Recently more efficient devices have focussed on improving coupling, either
through using a SMF with the extreme AO system SCExAO [146, 144] or with
a PL input [67]. However, the experiments using the PL were shown to induce
modal noise due to a modal mismatch between the MMF and PL used [67]. This
shows the importance of correctly designing Integrated Photonic Spectrograph
(IPS) systems and photonic systems in general.
There have also been advances in developing custom AWGs for astronomy.
These have been successfully manufactured for low spectral resolving power
AWGs (e.g. [104, 103]). Whilst high spectral resolving power (of order R =
60,000) AWG [289] has been designed, these are more difficult to manufacture
and currently none are in use.
Another category of integrated spectrometers proposed for astrophotonic
applications is based on the measurement of the temporal coherence of light
in a waveguide. The so called Standing Wave Integrated Fourier-Transform
Spectrometer (SWIFTS [176]) consists in a sensing waveguide coated with a
regular array of gold nano-antennas, used to sample an optical standing wave
trapped in the waveguide. To generate the standing wave, the outputs of a
2-way waveguide splitter are connected to both ends of the sensing waveguide.
Alternatively, light is injected at one end of the sensing waveguide, which is
ended by a reflecting mirror. The standing wave is then formed near the mir-
ror interface (Lippmann configuration). The nano-antennas are excited by the
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Figure 6: a) The top shows a schematic of a Fibre Bragg grating. Refractive
index variations in the core of the fibre act as a Bragg reflector and reflect
periodic wavelengths (c) back in the fibre whilst transmitting other wavelengths
(d). Adapted from [31]. b) Schematic of a ring resonator, adapted from [86].
Light from the ’input’ waveguide is evanescently coupled into the ring and on
resonance light is coupled to the ’drop’ waveuide, off resonance passes back to
the ’through’.
evanescent field of the guided mode and radiate light, which can be collected by
an optical microscope. As a consequence, only a sub-Nyquist sampling of the
standing wave is possible. This implies that the SWIFTS can be used at very
high resolving powers (100000 or more) on very small bandwidths. A possibility
to achieve Nyquist sampling though is to split the incoming light on an array
of SWIFTS in Lippmann configuration, with the end mirror cut at an angle
allowing to introduce an incremental phase shift for each SWIFTS, which can
be used to densify the sampling of the standing wave. Even though they were
initially proposed for astrophotonic applications [176, 156] (see also Sec. 4.2),
SWIFTS have intrinsically a low sensitivity, since the out-coupling efficiency of
the nano-antennas should be low enough to avoid depleting the standing wave
within a few optical cycles. Nonetheless their extremely small footprint and
the possibility to paste the detector directly on the chip surface makes them
attractive can be traded off with sensitivity in highly multiplexed instruments.
OH suppression The constantly varying OH lines in the night sky are a
large problem for ground based observations of faint objects in the NIR [32].
To try to reduce the intensity of the telluric lines, the use of a tailored mask
covering them in the focal plane of a high resolution spectrograph has been
attempted with a certain success [139]. However, focal plane masks cannot
remove the Lorentzian tails of the PSF of the spectrograph, which scatter light
in the interline spectrum. Though small, this effect is expected to be a significant
contributor to noise in the spectra of the faintest objects.
To achieve ultimate suppression of OH lines, filtering should be introduced
before the spectrograph. Following this approach, multi-notch filters [226] and
volume holograms [28] were proposed, but the developments did not reach the
level of prototype test on sky due to technical limitations of the fabrication
methods. A more promising approach involves the use of Fiber Bragg Gratings
(FBG) in SMF [32, 31]. A Fiber Bragg Gratings (FBG) is a periodic refractive
index variation within the core of a fibre. Because of the boundary conditions
at the interface of media with different refractive index, the FBG acts as a
periodic collection of semi-reflecting mirrors with tiny reflectivity. If the period
of the grating is equal to an integer multiple of half wavelengths of the light, all
these reflected waves can interfere constructively and the fibre acts as a narrow-
band reflecting mirror (see Fig. ??). As discussed, coupling starlight in SMF is
very inefficient, reason why MMF are preferred. The reflection line of a FBG
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written in MMF splits however in several lines due to the slight different effective
wavelength of each guided mode smearing the reflection spectrum and reducing
the overall rejection ratio of the filter. In order to get a single-mode-like FBGs
a MMF photonic lanterns were invented [184]. After conceptual development
the devices were trialled on sky with the GNOSIS spectrograph. The AAT
fed a 7 element IFU, of which one of these was picked off by a MMF. This
fed a 1 x 19 core PL, turning the MMF into 19 SMF. Each of these fibres
contained a collection FBGs tuned to reflect 145 OH lines in H-band and were
then fed to a reverse PL, turning the SMFss into a MMF which fed the IRIS
2 spectrograph [304]. Though this initial experiment was only used to examine
the sky background and no objects were observed, they found that the OH
suppression worked well.
Because of the time consuming nature of writing FBGs into SMFs other
methods of manufacturing them have been proposed, these include; writing the
gratings directly into a MCF [185], though currently this suffers from imper-
fections in the gratings due to focussing effects; and using ULI to reformat the
waveguides into a straight line, avoiding focussing effects and write the gratings
there [46, 286].
Whilst no full instruments exist, one future instrument (Praxis) is currently
in the build phase and should be commissioned in the summer of 2018 [133, 85].
Performing OH suppression using a telecom add-drop filter based on multiple
ring resonators has also been suggested (see Fig. ??). These devices evances-
cently couple light from the input waveguide (the bus waveguide) into a ring.
If an integer number of wavelengths match the perimeter of the ring resonator
(the resonance condition), light drops from the bus waveguide and is stored in
the resonator. A second waveguide placed opposite to the first one is eventu-
ally used to dump the light stored in the resonator. For light off-resonance, no
stationary field can be sustained in the ring and light is completely transmitted
through the first waveguide into the spectrograph [87, 86]. In order to properly
suppress the OH night sky emission multiple rings are required and as such no
on-sky demonstrators exist.
Scrambling The majority of high resolution, high stability spectrographs
(with a few exceptions) are now fibre fed. This has two main advantages, firstly
this allows the spectrograph to be far away from the telescope, making stabili-
sation easier. Secondly fibres have better scrambling properties than a slit (e.g.
[127]). This scrambling imperfect perfect however and can lead to incomplete
scrambling at the spectrograph. To attempt to solve this various techniques are
used, octagonal, rectangular fibres, fibre scramblers etc. This generally removes
problems, particularly at lower spectral resolving powers, however at higher
spectral resolving power modal noise becomes a problem. This source of noise
is due to the wave nature of light and vignetting in the spectrograph [110, 181].
To remove it agitation can be used. This ’scrambles’ the modes, evening out
the resulting spectrum. However, as the next generation of high resolution spec-
trographs are mainly aimed at the NIR, with the science case of detecting an
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earth like planet around a M-dwarf removal of modal noise becomes more of a
problem as the number of modes reduces and modal noise is more of a problem
[138]. In addition to the solutions discussed in the earlier sections, it has been
suggested that using a PL can improve the scrambling properties of fibers [27].
4.2 3D and Multi object spectroscopy
These techniques are well well established in astronomy, and can be roughly
broken down into who two subfields MOS (multiple objects in different places)
and IFS (also known as hyperspectral imaging, spatially sampling one, or close
objects). Early examples include slitless spectroscopy, which removes the slit
from the spectrograph, allowing the objects to be dispersed using a prism onto
a photographic plate or CCD (e.g. [56]). This has the advantage that multiple
objects can now be observed, but suffers from problems with crowded fields and
extended objects due to overlapping spectra. This means the technique is still in
use today, though is less common. Multi slit spectroscopy can solve the problems
of slitless spectroscopy, using a cut mask with many smaller slits (e.g. IRIS 2
[303] and VIMOS [177]) This removes the unwanted stars, although requires
accurate manufacture. Modern systems normally now rely on reconfigurable
fibre optics, which allowing much greater versatility, allowing easy placement in
crowded fields and rearrangement of the fibres to stop resulting spectral overlap
on the detector (e.g. AAOmega [278] and FMOS [159]). This technique also
allows the light to be brought to a spectrograph on a stable platform further
from the telescope. Whilst this introduces extra optics (such as the addition
of a de-rotator on the Naysmyth focus), it means the instrument can remain
fixed with respect to the gravity field, increasing stability [14]. Such instruments
are now allowing huge surveys on smaller research grade telescopes (e.g. BOSS
[280]. IFS is a more recent development, although it has rapidly expanded to be-
come a mainstay within astronomy. It is achieved through four main methods:
image slicers (e.g. GMOS [81] and NIFS [208], lenslet arrays (e.g. SAURON
[10]), fibre slicers (e.g. [4]) and microslicers (e.g. [30]), these are shown and
described in figure 2.4. It must be noted that although these all use novel
inputs, the spectrograph behind is very similar to the long slit analogue. DFS
is also a rapidly expanding field, with instruments such as KMOS [279] and
FLAMES [234] paving the way for instruments planned for the next generation
of Extremely Large Telescope (ELT)s (e.g. IRIS [172]). Image slicing can also
be used to improve the spectral resolution of a spectrograph (by reducing the
width of the slit) (e.g. [9]) and using the technologies developed for MOS and
IFS allows the output from the telescope to be split into multiple replicated
spectrographs (e.g. VIRUS [130].
Astrophotonic Integral Field Units IFUs were first developed in the 1980s.
They take a contiguous spatial sample of points and allow spectra to be taken.
There are many types of conventional IFU (see [3]) all with respective advan-
tages and disadvatanges.
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Recently multimode astrophotonic IFUs have been proposed in the form of
Hexabundles. This involves taking multiple MMFs, removing the buffer and
reducing the the cladding through etching. These fibres are then arranged into
an array and fused together to form a Hexabundle IFU. By processing the fibres
in this way, the fill fraction (the percentage of light sampled) can be increased.
Care must be taken in the process not to cause cross coupling [47], leading to a
degradation in the signal.
To date, Hexabundles are one of the most successful spectroscopic compo-
nents for astrophotonics. Following on from their initial development, they were
used the SAMI instrument on the AAT [48] which is used for providing kine-
matic values for galaxies. A future instrument HECTOR is currently planned
[174], as an upgrade to SAMI it will use similar techniques, but with greater
and also variable spatial sampling. This allows the cores of galaxies to be better
sampled by the fibres.
Single mode IFUs have also been proposed, in order to miniaturise astro-
nomical spectrographs. As these are single mode, they would need to be fed by
a diffraction limited beam in order to couple efficiently to the telescope. This
means they need either a small telescope, a long wavelength or extremely good
AO correction. Currently there are various in the forms of the RHEA [92], a
MCF fed spectrograph with a microlens glued on-top. Recently using MCFs
with 3D printed microlenses on-top used as IFUs to feed diffraction limited
spectrographs has also been suggested [77].
Large scale IFUs for MOS has also been proposed for large telescopes with
PSFs far from the diffraction limit. These would take the PSF from the telescope
using highly MM PLs and convert them to Few mode (FM) PLs [183]. Whilst
the number of fibres would be large, converting down would allow access to SM
technologies such as FBGs or ring resonators.
Photonic spectro-interferometry Spectro-interferometry is the high-angular
resolution analogue of 3D spectroscopy. It consists in dispersing chromatically
the interference fringes to measure the variation of their visibility across the
spectrum. If a sufficient number of different telescopes are combined, it is pos-
sible to retrieve interferometric images of the target for each wavelength[216],
thus creating a high-angular resolution data cube as usually obtained at lower
resolution with 3D spectroscopy. In astrophotonic interferometric instruments
such as PIONIER or GRAVITY the dispersion of the fringes is accomplished
by interfacing the outputs of the IO component to an imaging spectrograph.
Proposals and first experiments to accomplish the interferometric beam com-
bination and spectral dispersion in one single chip have been put forward in
recent years. Kern et al. 2009[156] proposed to combine an ABCD integrated
beam combiner with a SWIFTS (see Section 4.1) to accomplish high-resolution
spectro-interferometry (Fig. 7). The design consisted in splitting each output
of the beam combiner in two straight waveguides and dot their surface with
a periodic array of gold nano-wires, which sample the evanescent field of the
standing waves inside the waveguide created by a mirror coating of the tilted
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Figure 7: Conceptual scheme of a fully integrated spectro-interferometer com-
bining 4 telescopes. SWIFTS devices are printed upon the output waveguides
of an integrated ABCD beam combiner, which can be read by detectors pasted
on the surface of the photonic chip (from [156]).
edge of the waveguide outputs. A camera can be pasted then to the chip so that
the pixels correspond to the nano-wires, thus avoiding the use of relay optics.
The tilt angle of the mirror coated edge of the chip allows to shift the fringes in
two consecutive output waveguides, so that the interference fringes are better
sampled by the nano-wires, which are necessarily separated by a period much
larger than the wavelength of light.
In the same article, a generalisation of the concept to a planar device com-
bining 8 inputs channels in spectro-interferometric mode was also proposed.
Differently to the above mentioned scheme the sampling of the interference
fringes would require phase modulation of the input channels or perhaps the
use of redundancy in the fringe sampling to compensate for the large sampling
period. None of these devices were fabricated so far.
The evanescent sampling of the field in the waveguide is however at the heart
of a spectro-interferometric device integrating an array of waveguides with a
diffraction grating manufactured and characterised very recently[194]. This de-
vice exploits a possibility to couple in and out light in a waveguide by means
of a suitable diffraction grating. Several parallel single mode waveguides buried
in glass are disposed in a non- redundant array. On top of each waveguide,
a diffraction grating formed by an array of nano-void structures extract and
disperse the signal carried by each waveguide. Suitable focusing optics is then
used to combine in free space the spectra emitted by each waveguide in a multi-
axial scheme. Both waveguides and the grating were manufactured by means of
ultrafast laser inscription in Gallium Lanthanum Sulfide glass and were tested
at a wavelength of about 1560 nm. The grating was designed to give a resolv-
ing power of R=13800 but achieved a measured resolving power of R=2500,
allegedly due to perturbations of the array periodicity and aberrations in the
collection optics. This device accomplishes the wavefront filtering through cou-
pling in single mode waveguides and saves the space of the dispersive elements
in a free-space multi-axial beam combination scheme.
A fully integrated, active spectro-interferometer was presented by Su et al.
2017 [291] for wide-field aperture synthesis purposes. The planar integrated
circuit delivers the light collected in a few on-axis as well as off-axis points
of microlenses to 3-channel wavelength demultiplexers (centered at 1540 nm,
1560 nm and 1580 nm) and then are combined pairwise (on-axis with on-axis
input, off-axis with corresponding off-axis input) for each wavelength channel
by 2x2 couplers. Heaters were mounted of the waveguides before the couplers
to perform a fringe scan. Visibility functions of centred and laterally displaced
slits were measured successfully in the laboratory.
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4.3 High angular resolution
Long baseline interferometry The idea of using photonic components for
long baseline stellar interferometry dates back to the beginning of the 1980’s
when a first analysis of the impact of optical fibres for the interferometric con-
nection of telescopes was discussed [101]. Short afterwards proposals for a fibred
space interferometer were put forward[57] and research addressed the perfor-
mance of optical fibre links respect to the requirements of ground- and space-
based stellar interferometry [276, 277]. Despite the high insertion losses of single
mode fibres connected to a seeing-limited telescope, the absence of speckle noise
and modal dispersion were soon recognised as the key features which could en-
able high precision interferometry[58, 260]. To improve throughput, a method
based on M-line spectroscopy was proposed to combine mode-wise telescopes
connected by multi-mode fibres[275]. The scheme was however tested only in
the laboratory but further research focused on single mode fibre links. In par-
ticular, a scalable laboratory simulator of a fibred astronomical interferometer
were realised and tested [254]. The demonstrator utilised fibre stretchers for
fast adjustment of the differential optical path between telescopes induced by
temperature changes and mechanical vibrations. The progress on laboratory
test as well as the first test on sky of a fibred beam combiner (see below) mo-
tivated the proposal of the OHANA interferometer, aiming at connecting with
fibres the large telescopes on the top of Mauna Kea [192, 240]. A prototype
of stabilised kilometric fibre interferometer was tested in the laboratory and
an assessment of the impact of differential dispersion effects was undertaken
[315, 161]. Finally, first fringes in K band of 107 Her were measured connecting
the two Keck telescopes with fluoride fibres [241]. In subsequent experiments
with 20 cm telescopes connected with a pair of 300-m-long silica fibres showed
the possibility to obtain fringes on bright stars in J and H band, but pointed
out the need for an active compensation system for the acoustic noise in the
fibres [326].
To date, fibres have not been used for connecting telescopes beyond the re-
ported experiments. In contrast, the development of single mode photonic beam
combiners, which split off from the research on fibre links, lead to the realisa-
tion of astronomical instruments which are currently used for science. The first
beam combiner exploiting photonic technologies was FLUOR, a K-band instru-
ment based of fluoride glass fibre couplers which could combine two telescopes
and measure the interference fringes as well as the light coupled in the fibres by
each telescope (photometric signal) [64]. The instrument proved definitely the
benefit of using optical fibres as effective spatial filters for the measurement of
fringe visibility with precisions of 1% or better [63]. FLUOR was initially tested
at the auxiliary telescopes of the Kitt Peak solar observatory and moved (in an
upgraded form) to the IOTA facility in 1995[62], where it delivered scientifically
relevant data on star diameters. An ameliorated version of FLUOR was used as
commissioning instrument in K-band of the VLTI [158] and is currently avail-
able at the CHARA array for high precision visibility measurements [61]. To
date, single mode optical fibres are routinely used to deliver spatial filtering of
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Figure 8: Image of the integrated optics beam combiner of the PIONIER in-
strument. The photonic device can simultaneously retrieve the mutual coher-
ence function of starlight collected by 4 independent telescopes (Credit: IPAG
Grenoble).
the starlight in beam combiners which use multi-axial free space combination
schemes such as AMBER [245] and MIRC [221].
The success of the FLUOR instrument motivated research of beam combin-
ers based on integrated optics [157]. Besides the potential for miniaturisation of
complex optical set-ups, the main advantage of integrated over fibre optics is the
inherent thermomechanical stability of the optical paths in the former, due to
the fact that waveguides are shorter and are rigidly attached to a solid substrate.
The first 2-telescope planar integrated optics combiners for H band were man-
ufactured with silica etching (component LETI) and ion exchange (component
LEMO) in the late 90’s [21] and later tested on sky at the IOTA interferometer
[20]. The combiners had an area of a fraction of cm2 and delivered excellent
visibility precision and accuracy at the 1% level on stars up to magnitude H=2.
After this first demonstration of the potential of integrated optics, the challenge
became to scale up the integrated components to combine a larger number of
telescopes [18], a functionality which would be rather impractical to implement
with fibre coupler technology. The IOTA facility was again used as a testbed
for the first 3-telescope integrated beam combiner[19], which enabled initial
interferometric imaging capabilities thanks to the measurement of the closure
phase. Developments of the near-infrared combiner technology allowed to de-
liver by 2009 a first laboratory demonstrator of a H-band 4-telescope combiner
[16](Fig. 8), which was afterwards used in the visitor instrument PIONIER
at the VLTI[43] and delivered excellent interferometric images of close binaries
stars and protoplanetary disks. Today, an ameliorated component operating
in K band is at the heart of the GRAVITY instrument[112], an AO-assisted
instrument capable of combining simultaneously the four 8-meter telescopes at
VLTI and reach a limiting magnitude of K=17 in fringe tracking mode.
Ongoing research on photonic beam combiners can be divided into three cat-
egories 1) exploration of new combination geometries, 2) increase of the num-
ber of combined telescopes, and 3) extension to wavelengths longer than 2.4µm
(absorption band of silica). In the first category we mention the attempt to har-
ness the three-dimensional (3D) structuring capabilities of ULI [105]) in various
glasses. One strategy is to manufacture traditional pairwise integrated beam
combiners (based on a cascade of couplers) exploiting the third dimension to
avoid waveguide detrimental crossovers which are unavoidable in conventional
planar integrated circuits. Following this approach, three telescope beam com-
biners for mid infrared (λ ∼ 10µm) were manufactured in Gallium Lanthanum
Sulfide, a chalcogenide glass with transparency window extending to the mid
infrared, and tested in the laboratory [257]. More recently L-band, so called
ABCD combiners for two telescopes and with cross-over avoidance were man-
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ufactured and characterised in the same glass [76]. A more radical use of the
3D structuring of ULI was demonstrated by the introduction of the so called
discrete beam combiners (DBC [219]), which exploits the propagation of light
in two-dimensional, periodic arrays of evanescently coupled waveguides to com-
bine interferometrically several beams (see Fig. 9 for an example). Advantage
of this scheme is the avoidance of bended waveguides and cross-overs, as well
as the possibility to build very short devices (typically two coupling lengths).
R-band three-telescope combiners were tested in the lab with monochromatic
[217] and polychromatic light [267], while a 2.5-cm-long prototype of 4-telescope
combiner for L-band was reported to retrieve accurately phase and visibility of
pairs of input beams [76].
Model free interferometric imaging requires at least the combination of triplets
of telescopes to recover partial phase information in the presence of atmospheric
turbulence [259]. For a better sampling of the Fourier plane of the object image,
two strategies can be followed. Either the telescope triplets are relocated to en-
able more baselines, or all available telescopes are combined at once. While the
first approach improves the sensitivity, the second approach allows the rapid
retrieval of the visibilities avoiding the time overheads required to realign the
telescopes. The development of multiple-telescope beam combiners is there-
fore indicated for the imaging of rapidly varying astronomical targets such as
novae[53] or planet transits[160]. While for the time being only up to 6 tele-
scope can be combined at existing facilities (CHARA), plans for new facilities
featuring 10 [50] or 20 telescopes [163] have been proposed. CHARA is cur-
rently developing a new beam combiner in K-band which will allow to combine
3 quadruplets out of the 6-telescopes using spare components of the GRAVITY
combiner [298]. Besides the already mentioned 4-telescope combiner for mid
infrared [76], beam combiners featuring 9 input channels in H-band and active
control of optical path have been developed for aperture masking techniques
[195] (see next section).
The manufacturing of integrated optics combiners for mid-infrared wavelengths[164]
requires the development of technological platforms allowing the micro-structuring
of materials with extended transparency in the infrared [168]. As such, the re-
search in the field has started to accelerate in the past few years, as these
technology platforms began to mature and interest for the possibility to image
exoplanets in formation has grown [162]. A technology which has been mostly
used to fabricate mid-infrared components is laser writing. This technology
employs tightly focused, intense laser beams to modify locally the refractive
index of glasses, an thus create light guiding structures. Both continuous wave
lasers as well as high repetition rate femtosecond lasers have been employed to
manufacture 2x2 directional couplers for mid-infrared in chalcogenide [166, 300]
and Zirconium Barium Lanthanum Fluoride glasses (ZBLAN) [113, 299]. As
mentioned before, three dimensional 3-telescope [257] and 4-telescope [76] beam
combiner prototypes were manufactured for respectively the N and the L band
using ultrafast laser writing in Gallium Lanthanum Sulfide. Recently, chalco-
genide planar integrated optics manufactured by conventional photolithographic
techniques delivered waveguides with extremely low losses (∼ 0.3 dB/cm [188])
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Figure 9: Three dimensional photonics can significantly simplify the design of
interferometric beam combiners. The scheme of a 4-telescope discrete beam
combiner with zig-zag geometry [76], used in spectro-interferometric mode, is
illustrated in the figure. Light is injected in 4 waveguides connected to an array
of 23 evanescently coupled waveguides where interferometric beam combination
occurs. The waveguides are disposed on two layers mutually shifted by half a
period to ease the dispersion of the light in the vertical direction. In the figure,
the waveguides of the two layers are differently coloured, to help the reading.
Collimation and focusing optics of the spectrograph are not included in the
figure for simplicity.
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and opened the perspectives for complex beam combiners for astronomical use.
In this context, highly achromatic directional couplers based on multi-mode in-
terference couplers (MMI [23]) were manufactured and tested [153, 155] based
on a design optimised for applications to nulling interferometry [154].
Aperture masking Aperture masking is a high resolution imaging technique
based on interferometric principles. In its basic form it consists in masking the
pupil of the telescope with sub-apertures smaller than the typical correlation
length of the turbulent atmosphere (the Fried parameter [100]). If the sub-
apertures are chosen so that the lines connecting each possible pair (baselines)
are unique (a so called non-redundant arrangement), the short-exposure (less
than the atmospheric coherence time) intensity pattern in the focal plane of the
telescope is a two-dimensional interference pattern from which it is possible to
measure the visibility function of the astronomical target and thus retrieve its
angular irradiance distribution. First proposed by Rhodes and Goodmann in
1973 [255], the technique was initially tested on sky in the mid-1980’s by Baldwin
and co-workers [11], who were able to reconstruct the image of a binary star
soon afterwards [122].
While aperture masking can reach an angular resolution of λ/2D, D be-
ing the aperture of the telescope, most of the light of the astronomical target
is rejected by the mask, limiting the application of the method to relatively
bright sources, which can deliver high signal-to-noise interference patterns even
at short integration times. To overcome this limitation Perrin et al. [170]
proposed the pupil-remapping technique, in which single mode optical fibres
are used to remap a densely sampled pupil plane into a non-redundant arrange-
ment of diffraction-limited sources which are converted into an interferogram by
a lens. In this configuration, all the light collected by the telescope can be used
and the redundant baselines can be measured without loss of contrast. Because
of the potentially large number of baselines measured within the pupil of the
telescope, a further advantage of pupil remapping is the possibility to retrieve
images with high-dynamic range and thus be able to observe nearby exoplanets.
A first on-sky demonstration of the pupil remapping concept came with the
instrument FIRST [137]. FIRST used 9 microlens-coupled, single-mode optical
fibres to transform a redundant, two-dimensional array of sub-apertures of the 3
m telescope at the Lick observatory into a non-redundant linear array of beams,
which were transformed in a fringe pattern by an anamorfic optical system.
The instrument operated in the R-band and used a prism to obtain spectrally
resolved visibilities (R ∼ 300). Short exposures of the fringes were possible by
using an EMCCD detector. Closure phases with standard deviation well below
1 degree were obtained by averaging 100 frames (standard deviation without
averaging 5◦). FIRST was later upgraded to allow the combination of two sep-
arate sets of 9 sub-apertures and used to study the Capella binary system [136].
A miniaturisation of the pupil remapping setup was proposed and realised with
the Dragonfly project[305], lead by the former Anglo Australian Observatory
(AAO) team. Instead of using optical fibres to remap redundant sub-apertures
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Figure 10: Scheme of the integrated optics pupil remapper at the heart of the
Dragonfly instrument. Here three dimensional waveguides are used to carry
light from a two dimensional arrangement of input sites to a non-redundant
linear array of outputs. Output light is collimated by microlenses and combined
with free-space anamorfic optic on a detector, where interference fringes are
recorded (from [148]).
in a non-redundant array, the Dragonfly instrument used laser writing to fabri-
cate a compact 2D to 1D pupil-remapper in a silica glass substrate[52](see Fig.
10). Besides reducing the size of the remapping function, the integrated optical
component allowed a stabler operation of the instrumental transfer function.
The assembled instrument was operating in the J- and H-band and tested on
sky at the 4-m telescope at AAO[148].
Best experimental fringes were obtained on Antares by combining 4 of the
8 possible sub-apertures. The used detector (an InGaAs camera) had a high
noise level so that only exposures much longer than the coherence time of the
atmosphere were recorded. This lead to a significant reduction of the measured
fringe visibility. Nonetheless, a performance similar to the FIRST instrument
(standard deviation of the closure phase ∼ 5◦) was obtained.
Research in astrophotonic aperture masking is currently focusing on the de-
velopment of hybrid devices allowing the combination of the sub-apertures in
an integrated optics beam combiners, which could deliver higher sensitivity re-
spect to multi-axial combination [218]. A fibre-fed, 9-apertures device operating
in the visible and including a Lithium Niobate phase modulator was recently
assembled in the laboratory in the frame of the FIRST/SUBARU project[195].
This device could be used to scan fringes as well as delivering nulling capa-
bilities to the device. While the proof-of-concept prototype demonstrated the
functional operation of the device, losses occurring at the interfaces between
different units (fibre/beam splitter, beam splitter/modulator, modulator/beam
combiner, beam combiner/fibre) were believed to be mainly responsible for the
high insertion losses of the device (∼ 30 dB).
4.4 High contrast imaging
Coronagraphic phase plates Coronagraphy owes its name to an instrument
invented by Bertrand Lyot in the 1930’s to create artificial solar eclipses for the
observation of the corona, which has a brightness several order of magnitude
inferior to that of the photosphere. The instrument consisted in an focal plane
stop (an absorbing disk of diameter matched in size to the image of the photo-
sphere) followed by an optical spatial filter in the pupil plane (the so called Lyot
filter) required to suppress light diffracted by the spider of the secondary mirror
of the telescope (see Fig. 11). A modified version of the coronagraph was devel-
oped at the beginning of the 1980’s to deliver images of faint objects surrounding
stars, such as low mass companions and protoplanetary disk. The first stellar
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Figure 11: Scheme of the Lyot coronagraph. Light from the main star (yellow)
is attenuated by the beam stop in the focal plane and the Lyot mask in the pupil
plane. On the contrary, light from an off-axis source (red) propagates mostly
unattenuated through the optical system and is recorded by the detector.
coronagraph used an occulting mask in the focal plane of the telsescope followed
by a Lyot mask designed to suppress light diffracted from the secondary mirror
and the spider (see [317] for a description of the instrument). This instrument
was behind the landmark discovery of the protoplanetary disk surrounding β
Pictoris [281]. Interest for stellar coronagraphy increased in the last 25 years
as effective adaptive optics systems became available and the quest for direct
observation of extrasolar planets became a mainstream goal in astrophysical
research.
A particularly important result, which opened coronagraphy to the field to
photonics, was the proposal of using phase plates instead of absorbing mask as
field stops in the coronagraphs [256]. The rationale of the method consist in
reversing the sign of a portion of the central lobe of the point spread function of
a highly corrected aperture (e.g. a space telescope) which can interfere destruc-
tively with the starlight within the pupil and scatter it at angles larger than
the pupil, where it can be eliminated by a circular aperture matching the pupil
diameter. In practice the phase mask acts as a mode converter, transforming
the PSF of the AO-corrected telescope into an annular beam. The advantage of
phase masks over traditional beam stops is that the inner working angle of the
coronagraph (i.e. the minimal distance at which a faint companion can still be
detected amid the PSF of the attenuated star) is close to the diffraction limit.
An experimental verification of the concept was attempted in the laboratory a
few years later ([119]), the mask being manufactured by etching a small cylinder
protruding from a glass plate an with a height sufficient to induce a π localised
phase shift at a wavelength of 633 nm. The coronagraph showed a peak-to peak
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Figure 12: Intensity (left) and phase map (right) of an optical vortex. The phase
is undefined in on the axis, where the optical field vanishes. The transverse
gradient of the phase (black arrows) rotates around the optical axis in analogy
to the velocity field of a vortex in a liquid. The transformation of the PSF of
an AO corrected telescope into a vortex is exploited to reject the light of a star
and image its faint companions.
attenuation of the monochromatic point spread function by a factor 1/16, far
worse than the expected value of 10−4. Most of the loss of contrast was due to
the round-off of the edges of the phase shifter due to the fabrication process.
An evolution of the concept of phase mask coronagraph is the vortex coro-
nagraph. Similar to quantum mechanical wavefunctions [22], optical vortices
are electromagnetic waves nesting a phase singularity, i.e. a point in the trans-
verse plane where the phase of the optical field is undefined and the amplitude
vanishes. Around the singularity the phase of the field grows linearly with the
azimuthal angle θ. Because the continuity of the optical field, the phase differ-
ence between θ → 2π and θ → 0 should be an integer multiple of 2π (this number
being known as the topological charge), so that the phase ramps can take only
discrete values of their azimuthal gradient. The name vortex is derived by the
fact that the phase gradient whirls around the central singularity in a fashion
resembling the velocity field of a vortex in a liquid (see Fig. 12). Alternatively,
we can visualise the optical vortex as a wave with an helical wavefront, the twist
of which can assume only discrete values. A remarkable mathematical result is
that an ideal lens can transform an Airy disk nesting an optical vortex of even
topological charge into a light distribution which is vanishing exactly within the
area of the pupil [95]. This effect can be exploited in coronagraphy by designing
a phase mask with an engraved helical ramp (also described as vortex lens) and
shaping the Lyot mask as a circular aperture. The first demonstration in the
lab of a vortex coronagraph was reported in [179], where a peak-to- peak atten-
uation of 0.05 was measured. An improved phase mask was later manufactured
(monochromatic attenuation in the lab up to 2 · 10−3) and tested on-sky with a
high Strehl, clear aperture, test telescope (diameter 1 inch) [243]. In the latter
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experiment, an average attenuation of 3% at visible wavelength (20 nm band-
width) was attained, most of the contrast lost was attributed to the chromatic
dispersion of the phase mask.
Indeed, an inherent problem of phase masks is that they work only at the
design wavelength, as the phase delay introduced by a plate of fixed thickness
scales as λ−1. This effect can be mitigated by designing a vortex lens composed
by two layers made of materials with different dispersive properties [293, 294].
The inherent complexity of the fabrication of such masks prevented however
an experimental demonstration of the concept so far. A different approach was
adopted by [89], which adapted a concept of achromatic vortex generation with
ultrashort laser pulses to coronagraphy [25]. In this case, the vortex beam was
imprinted on the PSF of a beam by an off-axis, blazed computer generated
hologram (CGH), which unavoidably disperses broadband light. The dispersion
was compensated by diffracting the vortex beam on a ordinary phase grating
with the same periodicity of the CGH but opposite orientation of the blazing.
Peak-to-peak attenuations of the PSF better than 10−3 where demonstrated in
the laboratory for a bandwidth covering most of the R-band.
An alternative to conventional phase masks for vortex coronagraphy is rep-
resented by birefringent optical plates which modify locally the vectorial proper-
ties of light and generate polarisation vortices. Polarisation vortices are optical
fields in which the local linear polarisation vector is oriented at an angle propor-
tional to the azimuthal angle. Linearly polarised light beams can be converted
into polarisation vortices by a birefringent medium which locally acts as a λ/2
retardation plate. An early example is a glass plate coated with liquid crystals,
whose slow axes are oriented and polymerised by a UV laser beam [203]. If
the angle of the slow axis direction is equal to the azimuthal angle, then the
field in the circularly polarised base exhibits an helical wavefront of topological
charge +2 and −2 for the left and right hand polarisation states, respectively
[201]. These vectorial fields have in the far-field the same light distribution as
the scalar vortices of topological charge m = |2| and thus can be used in coron-
agraphs with a Lyot mask with full aperture slightly smaller than the pupil. A
test on sky of the vectorial vortex coronagraph manufactured with liquid crystal
technology was reported in 2010[272]. The well corrected 1.5 meter aperture of
the Hale telescope at Palomar[274] was used to deliver to the phase plate a beam
in Ks-band with Strehl ratio exceeding 90%. A raw peak-to-peak attenuation of
∼ 1/50 was reported over a band of 14% of the carrier, which was sufficient to
detect three of the planets surrounding HR8799 after electronic removal of the
attenuated PSF of the telescope. Chromatic dispersion of the retardation plate
was shown in the lab to contribute significantly to the loss of contrast in the
coronagraph [202], a problem that could be solved by the use of sub-wavelength
gratings [201]. These so called Annular Groove Phase Mask (AGPM) consists
in concentric grooves with sub-wavelength spacing. The sub-wavelength spac-
ing of the grooves prevents light diffraction and acts as an effective birefringent
medium [42] with an azimuthally varying orientation of the slow (fast) axis. The
shape and depth of the grooves is chosen so that the retardation between the
slow and the fast axis corresponds to λ/2. Two distinct technologies have been
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used to manufacture AGPMs, namely 1) the etching of grooves in diamond,
and 2) auto-cloning of photonic crystal structures. The first technology was op-
timised for mid-infrared coronagraphy in L-band and could deliver broadband
peak-to-peak attenuations at the 10−3 level in the laboratory [74, 73, 314]. Test
on-sky of these phase masks were also successfully accomplished at the VLT
[198] and the Keck telescopes [271], but delivered a raw attenuation at the 10−2
level, mainly due to leakage of starlight from the central obstruction of the tele-
scope and residual tip-tilt of the adaptive optics system. Regarding the second
technology, a vortex coronagraph based on photonic crystals with axial sym-
metry was manufactured for the visible band [223] and tested in the lab with
circularly polarised light. A raw peak-to-peak attenuation at the 10−4 level was
achieved in the lab with a clear circular pupil on a band ranging from λ = 543
nm to λ = 633 nm wavelength. Analysis pointed out that the attenuation was
mainly limited by the chromatic dependence of the birefringence phase shift in
the vortex plate. No test on sky has been reported so far for this phase mask.
A discretised version of the vortex coronagraphs is represented by the 4-
quadrant and 8-octant plates. In practice, the azimuthal phase ramp is simply
approximated by 0 and π phase shifting regions which alternately divide the
mask plane in 4 (4-quadrant mask [261]) or 8 (8-octant mask [224]) equal sec-
tors. The 4-quadrant mask is equivalent to a vortex with topological charge
m = 2, while the 8-octant mask to a topological charge of m = 4. The masks
work similarly to the vortex phase plates with the exception that the discovery
space is limited by shadow areas extending along the interfaces between the 0
and π shift sectors, where the throughput of an off-axis companion is signifi-
cantly decreased. Silica 4-quadrant masks designed for Ks-band and manufac-
tured by silica layer deposition techniques saw the first light at the VLT-NACO
instrument in 2004[38] and delivered broadband attenuations of the PSF larger
than ∼ 10, reaching a factor ∼ 100 with narrow band filters. The poor at-
tenuation in broadband was mainly due to the intrinsic chromatic behaviour
of the pi-phase-shift layer, as well as the presence of the secondary mirror. A
more achromatic behaviour was achieved in the lab with the 8-octant polarising
plate which used the same photonic crystal structure mentioned above for the
AGPM coronagraph. Tests of the 8-octant plate with monochromatic, linearly
polarised light from a clear pupil revealed peak-to-peak attenuations< 10−5 at
the wavelengths of λ = 532 nm and λ = 633 nm, the attenuation being ap-
parently limited by the speckles induced by imperfections in the optics of the
set-up. The on-sky test of an H-band 8-octant phase mask is foreseen at the
SCExAO facility of the Subaru telescope in the near future [146].
Beyond the design and manufacturing issues, the ultimate starlight rejec-
tion of phase mask coronagraph depends on the features of the telescope and
its adaptive optics system, as well as the angular extension of the attenuated
star [118]. In particular, the presence of a secondary mirror in the pupil of
the telescope creates a circular pattern of light nested in the pupil of the Lyot
mask, which carries a power fraction of the starlight equal to the fraction area
of the secondary [141]. The simplest approach to suppress this light is to in-
clude an oversized secondary stop in the Lyot mask, which however limits the
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throughput of the coronagraph and does not reject completely the light scat-
tered by the secondary mirror. A more advanced solution is to use pupil apodi-
sation techniques (see for instance [116]) by means of aspherical mirrors/lenses
or transmitting apodisers before the vortex phase mask. A concept was re-
cently proposed to apodise the pupil with 3-level stepped transmission plates
which would cancel perfectly the light profile of the secondary within the pupil
of a vortex coronagraph [199]. The SCExAO team at the Subaru telescope
is currently developing suitable pupil apodising lenses to remap a pupil with
secondary into a clear aperture[187], before focusing the starlight onto a phase
mask coronagraph[146]. A second issue on achievable contrast is related to the
quality of the adaptive optics correction. High Strehl ratios and low residual
tip-tilt error are mandatory with the use of vortex phase masks with topolog-
ical charge m = 2, a condition somewhat relaxed with vortex plates of higher
topological charge at the expense of increasing the inner working angle of the
coronagraph[118]. Various techniques for pupil plane tip-tilt sensing and cor-
rection have been developed in recent years to keep the pointing stability of the
telescope below the few mas level [117, 135]. Qualitatively similar to a tip-tilt
error, a partially resolved star will leak light in the coronagraph and reduce the
contrast, an effect which affects more dramatically phase masks with smaller
inner working angle [118]. However, a measurement of the maximal attenuation
depth with m = 2 vortex coronagraphs could be conversely used to estimate
precisely the angular diameter of the target star [262].
Integrated nulling interferometers Nulling interferometry is a high con-
trast technique which is the analogue of coronagraphy for stellar interferometers.
The technique exploits the phase difference of fringes originating from on-axis
sources respect to off-axis ones [44]. By locking the interferometer to a dark
fringe, the light of the on-axis source (e.g. a parent star of an exoplanet sys-
tem) will be rejected to the bright channel of the beam combiner, while the
light of a dim off-axis companion (e.g. an exoplanet) would be transmitted by
the dark port. So far, this technique has been implemented at the mid-infrared
N-band by means of conventional optic set-ups at the Keck Interferometer [273]
and the Large Binocular Telescope Interferometer (LBTI)[70]. The Keck Inter-
ferometer completed a survey of the exo-zodiacal dust level of about 50 stars
[213, 211], while only a few results have been published so far [71] from the
ongoing survey at LBTI[321].
Astrophotonic nulling interferometry has mainly been object of laboratory
research, with the exception of the on-sky operation of a near-infrared nuller
prototype at the Palomar 200” telescope, which exploited a single mode op-
tical fibre as spatial filter [196, 124]. The instrument (Palomar Fiber Nuller)
consisted in two rotating apertures in the pupil plane of the telescope which
were optimally focused by a lens on the tip of the fibre, so that when the null
of the fringes is centred to the fibre axis, a negligible amount of light would
be coupled in the fibre[120]. An important driver for nulling experiment has
been the feasibility study of for the TPF-I [45] and Darwin [99] space nulling
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interferometer missions, which were later cancelled. A high contrast integrated
optics 2-channel beam combiner for near infrared demonstrated the possibility
to reach a nulling depth of 3 · 10−5 with monochromatic light and 2 · 10−4 with
polychromatic light with a bandwidth of 80 nm [320]. A fibre nuller laboratory
experiment with mid-infrared laser (λ = 10.6µm) beams focused on a single
mode conductive waveguide demonstrated a few years later extinction ratio at
the 6 ·10−5 level[165]. The possibility to combine mid-infrared beams and mod-
ulate the relative phase on a single integrated optics chip was also explored.
An active 2-ways Titanium indiffused Lithium Niobate beam combiner was de-
signed for L-band and tested in the laboratory[134]. The device featured an
insertion loss of 4.7 dB and an on-chip fringe scan of broadband (∆λ = 500
nm) light at λ=3.4 µm was demonstrated. However, the measurement could
not asses the visibility and the nulling depth of the fringes.
Renewed interest for photonic nulling interferometry rose in recent years,
stimulated by the possibility to image exoplanetary systems with interferomet-
ric techniques [163] . In this context, we mention the a proof-of-principle exper-
iment of an integrated optics 4-telescope nulling beam combiner [88] based on
a scheme devised by Angel&Woolf [5], and the aforementioned realisation of an
integrated optics 2x2 multimode interference coupler in chalcogenide glass[155],
which was designed to achieve a deep broadband nulling level in L-band[154].
4.5 Metrology and calibration
Laser guide stars Adaptive optics systems require light from a bright star
to drive the wavefront sensor, resulting in a limited sky coverage of diffraction
limited imaging. To overcome this limitation Foy and Labeyrie proposed in
1985 to generate an artificial reference star in the sky using a laser[96], an idea
derived by LIDAR experiments which are used to investigate the structure of
the atmosphere by recording backscattered light from a laser beam directed
towards the sky. Two types of Laser Guide Stars (LGS) were discussed in this
seminal paper, one relying on Rayleigh scattering of low atmospheric layers, and
one utilising resonant scattering of sodium atoms.
Rayleigh LGS use powerful pulsed visible laser sources and a synchronised
time gated wavefront sensor to isolate the backscattered photons from a partic-
ular layer of the lower atmosphere. The configuration of the deformable mirror
and the exposure of the science camera should occur within the coherence time
of the atmosphere. The first experimental demonstration of this type of LGS
was indeed achieved at the end of the ’80s by the US Air Force working on the
development of the space shield Star Wars program [250]. Today, the evolution
of Rayleigh LGS is used in astronomy mainly to compensate ground layer tur-
bulence (first 10-20 Km) as the power of the scattered light decreases rapidly
with the altitude.
LGS based on the detection of resonant scattering from sodium atoms use a
laser tuned at the wavelength of the D2 sodium doublet to excite a layer at an
altitude of about 93 Km. The exact altitude can vary by a few kilometers ac-
cording to the season and atmospheric conditions. Sodium is found in this layer
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because of an equilibrium between the intake of meteoric debris and depletion
by chemical reactions happening at the lower altitudes. The laser beam is usu-
ally launched off the axis of the telescope/wavefront sensor in order to separate
geometrically Rayleigh scattered light from lower layers of the atmosphere.
The development of powerful laser sources suitable for LGS is an important
chapter of astrophotonics which has seen a rapid progress in recent years. Here
we review only the development of sources for sodium layer LGS, as research in
the field was mainly motivated by astronomical applications.
Sodium line lasers for astronomical use were initially developed using dye
solutions as lasing medium. Dye lasers are tunable over the fluorescence band
of the dye molecules, which are excited by means of flashlamps or lasers. A
dye laser usually consists in a low power master oscillator which seeds one or
more power amplification stages. The selection of the longitudinal mode is
accomplished in the master oscillator using an etalon. A solution of Rodhamine
6G in ethilen glycol pumped by 4x10W frequency doubled, continuous wave
Nd:YAG lasers (λ0 =532 nm) was the lasing medium employed by PARSEC,
an early sodium LGS at the European Southern Observatory (ESO) VLT which
yielded about 12 W of continuous radiation at 589 nm[40].
Research on traditional solid state laser sources progressed as well, the basic
technological solution being the exploitation of the capability of Neodinium-
doped garnate (Nd:YAG) to deliver laser transitions λ1 =1064 nm or λ2 =1319
nm. A sum frequency process in nonlinear crystals can create radiation at a
wavelength of 589 nm from two pump lasers oscillating at λ1 and λ2 respec-
tively. Jeys and co-workers first explored the possibility to mix two Nd:YAG Q-
switched lasers to create a sodium line source for astronomical applications[142].
Intracavity etalons with a tuneability of about 0.5 nm were used in the lasers
to select the lasing wavelength, while sum frequency was achieved by a single
pass in a 5-cm-long lithium-niobate crystal. The source yielded up to 395 mW
of radiation at 589.159 nm with a pulse repetition rate of 1 kHz. Because of the
relatively low power, the source was used only in LIDAR applications. Since
this first experiment, considerable progress has been made to develop powerful
sources for sodium LGS based on Nd:YAG sum frequency, both in the pulsed
and continuum operation regime. A 20W continuum source based on Nd:YAG
injection-locked lasers at λ1 and λ2 feeding a doubly resonant, sum-frequency
cavity was demonstrated by Bienfang et al. [26]. The final engineered source
(Frequency-Addition Source of Optical Radiation - FASOR) achieved 50 W of
output power at the sodium line and was eventually installed at the 3.5 m tele-
scope of the Starfire Optical Range facility of the US Airforce, where it was used
for adaptive optical imaging of satellites. Multiwatt, pulsed Nd:YAG sources
with pulsed format are currently employed at the Subaru[265], Palomar ob-
servatories [123], Keck I and Gemini South LGS facilities. In these cases two
synchronised mode-locked Nd:YAG lasers are used and mixed in single pass
in a periodically poled Mg-O-doped stoichiometric lithium tantalate (PPMg-
O:SLT) crystal [264]. Synchronisation of the lasers is achieved by a phase shift
of the radio-frequency drivers of the loss modulators inside the cavities. Output
powers of 6.8 W were reported as well as a power stability of 2.2% over 8 hours.
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Figure 13: Active photonic devices such as lasers are becoming a working in-
strument for astronomers. Laser guide stars (the figure depicts the beam of a
589 nm laser at the VLT) allow to extend the use of adaptive optics to targets
which are too faint to be used as natural guide stars in an adaptive optics system
(Credit: ESO).
The complexity of the laser systems requires trained personnel and con-
trolled environments for their correct operation. The need for a more rugged
and turn-key sodium line source motivated ESO and TOPTICA to develop a
fibre-based sodium line LGS. Fibre laser can deliver high power with excel-
lent beam profile and require no alignment of the cavity, which is formed by
spliced integrated components. The devised solution used a 70 W Yb-doped
fibre laser operating at 1020 nm to amplify through Raman process in a 100-m-
long nonlinear fibre a λ0 =1178 nm signal from a diode laser [93, 94]. Radiation
at 589 nm was achieved by frequency doubling in a phase-locked singly reso-
nant cavity containing a lithium triborate crystal [94]. Output powers of 50 W
at the sodium line wavelength were achieved by combining interferometrically
three Raman fibre lasers at 1178 nm[297]. The system engineered by TOPTICA
includes several servo systems enabling a power stability better than 2% over
several hours and a fully maintenance-free operation [7]. Four units of the laser
sources are currently forming the laser guide star asterism of the LGS facility
at the UT4 VLT[78] (Fig. 13), which feeds the GRAAL/HAWK-I [235] and the
GALACSI/MUSE [290, 173] instruments.
Astrocombs As we have discussed, the key for the future challenges of high
resolution spectroscopy lies in the capability to accurately calibrate the spec-
trograph. This is usually achieved by means of standard lamps exciting the
emission lines of heavy elements such as Thorium and Argon [13], or by filter-
ing starlight or a white light source with a gas cell filled with iodine vapour
[51]. While the short time accuracy of the position of the lines of Thorium
Argon (ThAr) lamps is at the few cm/s level [325], their uneven frequency
and brightness distribution does not allow for a uniform calibration accuracy
across the spectral range of the spectrograph. Moreover, ageing of the emission
lamps reduces the accuracy on a time scale of several hundred hours [205]. An
additional limitation of atomic references is the unavailability of satisfactory
standards for mid infrared bands [270].
In the past decade, interest has been mounting for the realisation of artificial
light calibrator sources with ideal characteristics such as even frequency spac-
ing, sub-resolution linewidth and uniform intensity across the spectral window
of the spectrograph. Sources with these characteristics are the so called optical
frequency combs, also known as astrocombs. Two main approaches have been
followed to generate such reference sources, namely the Fabry-Perot etalon (pas-
sive device) and the laser frequency comb (active device). Both approaches are
based on the property of optical resonators to sustain a multitude of longitudi-
nal modes (resonances) in between the reflecting surfaces of the resonator. The
allowed propagation modes shape the transmission spectrum of the resonator
into a comb. The resonance frequencies νm of the comb are periodic and de-
pend on only two parameters, the free spectral range (i.e. the periodicity of the
resonances, FSR), and the offset frequency ν0:
νm = ν0 +m · FRS, (15)
m being an integer number identifying the resonance. The FSR is the inverse
of the round-trip time of light in the resonator, which for a cavity of length
L composed by two parallel mirrors filled with a medium of refractive index n
corresponds to:
FSR =
c
2nL
(16)
Another important parameter of cavities is the linewidth, which can be ex-
pressed in terms of the finesse (FSR over FWHM linewidth)[128].
The simplest implementation of the optical frequency comb source is a Fabry-
Perot etalon illuminated by a collimated broadband light source. Key for the
accuracy of the comb line position is to control the spacing between the mirrors
with nanometric precision over time. This is typically achieved with high pre-
cision temperature control of the environment of the etalon[323], or by active
tuning of the mirror gap monitored by a reference laser [114]. Fiber pigtailed,
vacuum-spaced, planar dielectric mirrors were used for the Fabry-Perot cali-
brator of HARPS[323] and reported a calibration stability comparable to the
ThAr lamps on short (< 20 cm/s) as well as long observation periods (< 1
m/s)[324]. Authors reported that possible slight misalignments of the fiber-
to-fiber imaging system may be responsible for the observed calibration drift
over long periods. Fabry-Perot etalons consisting in a short single mode fibre
patch with spliced mirrors and single mode pigtails were proposed as possi-
ble alternative to bulk optics etalons inherently insensitive to the alignment of
the illumination source [121, 114]. Differently from vacuum-spaced bulk-optics
etalons, fibre Fabry-Perot (FFP) resonators are more sensitive to temperature
variations and require a temperature stabilisation at the fraction of mK level in
order to keep the wavelength drift of the resonances below 1 m/s[121]. Precision
temperature tuning of the FFP by monitoring the gap with a Rubidium refer-
enced laser allowed the stabilisation of the FFP resonances below the 20 cm/s
level averaging over an integration time of only 30s[114]. A portable calibrator
for low to mid resolution, near infrared spectrographs was engineered starting
from an integrated optics micro-ring resonator with drop off channel[178]. The
micro-ring resonator featured a free spectral range of 200 GHz and included a
resistive thermal device on its surface for accurate control of the temperature.
A fibered amplified spontaneous emission broadband source was butt-coupled
to the input channel of the microring resonator, so that a bright line spectrum
was dropped off at the output channel. A line wavelength stability of the order
of 1 pm at 1550 nm was achieved over a period of 24 hours, which corresponds
to a RV precision of about 200 m/s.
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The advent of laser frequency comb technology as ultimate time/frequency
standards [307] stimulated research on their application as accurate calibra-
tors for high-resolution astronomical spectroscopy. Laser frequency combs are
ultrashort pulse (20-300 fs) laser sources which use a nonlinear interferometer
referenced to an atomic clock to control the drift of the offset frequency. The ad-
vantage of this scheme over conventional Fabry-Perot calibrators is the higher
brilliance of the spectral lines and the stability of their position which is set
by the precision of the atomic clock (∆ν/ν ∼ 10−11 for a standard Rubidium
clock). Two types of femtosecond laser sources have been used so far for as-
trocombs: fibre laser, and solid state laser. The former has the advantage of
being a self-aligned, turn-key system, but require usually long patches of gain
fibres, reducing the free-spectral range to a few 100 MHz. This line separation
is too small to be resolved even by the spectrograph with the highest resolu-
tion (∆ν ∼1 GHz), so that the spectral lines are selected by several actively
stabilised Fabry-Perot cavities with free spectral range of the order of 10-20
GHz. A prototype of a fibre based, infrared comb was installed at the German
Vacuum Tower Solar Telescope and delivered a calibration precision at the 9
m/s level (∆ν/ν ∼ 3 · 10−8), which was limited by the known drifts of the
spectrograph[288]. An improved, frequency doubled version of the astrocomb
was later installed at HARPS and was used to complete a new atlas of the so-
lar spectrum reflected by the Moon with significantly improved accuracy [220].
In the same measurement campaign, the astrocomb demonstrated a short-time
repeatability of the HARPS calibration at the 2.5 cm/s level (∆ν/ν ∼ 8 ·10−11)
[325]). Radial velocity measurements of HD75289 were also taken both with
ThAr lamp and astro-comb calibration which agreed within an accuracy of 2.5
m/s, most probably limited by the ThAr lamp accuracy[325]. Solid state, mode-
locked lasers offer more compact cavities which can have FSR of a few GHz,
relaxing the requirement for the Fabry-Perot cavity required to select an astro-
comb with 10s of GHz spacing, but introducing more degrees of freedom for
the periodic alignment of the laser cavity. A a stabilised frequency-doubled
Ti:Sapphire laser with a free-spectral range of 1 GHz was used in combination
with a Fabry-Perot etalon to obtain a 20-50 GHz-spaced astro-comb operating
in the blue region of the visible spectrum (λ = 420 nm) and tested at the TRES
spectrograph at the Fred Lawrence Whipple Observatory[15]. The frequency
comb allowed for an accurate calibration at the1 m/s level (∆ν/ν ∼ 3 · 10−9)
of the spectrograph which evidenced drifts of a few 100 m/s over days[246].
An upgraded version of the comb has been recently deployed at the HARPS-N
spectrograph of the Telescopio Nazionale Galileo on Canary island and demon-
strated a short time calibration uncertainty at the 2 cm/s level [108].
Besides the conventional architecture of laser frequency combs based on
mode-locked femtosecond laser sources, alternative schemes for the generation
of trains of ultrafast laser pulses with GHz repetition rates were explored. Aim
of these schemes is to reduce the complexity and cost of the astrocombs based
on mode-locked lasers. A frequency comb with tuneable FSR was designed and
built by generating a train of near-infrared optical solitons in a nonlinear fibre
seeded by the beating of two mutually detuned, continuous wave lasers [330].
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Figure 14: One approach for coupling one arbitrary input beam to a single
output beam. P1 P4 are controllable phase shifters, MA1 MC1 are controllable
MZ interferometers, and DA1 DC1 are detectors used to give the signals for
feedback loops. The dummy phase shifters are optional and could be included
for equality of path lengths and/or loss. Figure taken from [214]
Laboratory tests showed the possibility to obtain combs with sub-THz FSR,
suitable for the calibration of low- to mid-resolution spectrographs. No sta-
bility characterisation was carried out in the published work. More recently a
near-infrared astrocomb with 12 GHz FSR was deployed at NASA IRTF tele-
scope and Keck II[328]. The source uses electrooptical modulators in phase and
amplitude to generate a 12 GHz train of 2 ps pulses from a continuous wave
laser source, referenced to narrow molecular absorption lines of acetylene or
cyanide. The radio frequency driving signal of the modulators is referenced to
a Rubidium atomic clock, allowing an accurate control of the comb FSR at the
∆ν/ν ∼ 10−11 level. After amplification in Erbium doped fibre, the pulse train
spectrum was broadened in a highly nonlinear fibre allowing the comb to stretch
from 1400 nm to 1700 nm wavelength. The intrinsic accuracy of the comb was
measured in the lab to be below 60 cm/s (∆ν/ν = 3 ·10−9), which was degraded
to an estimated level of ∼ 1.5 m/s after taking into account the uncertainties
related to the spectrograph operation.
Wavefront sensing and adaptive optics It has been suggested that pho-
tonic devices could be used as wavefront sensors for AO systems. Two systems
have been proposed, the first, using a PL has been shown to work for correcting
tip and tilt, though could in the future be extended to higher order modes in
the future [60]. The second, a MCF with microlenses ontop, is only usable for
tip-tilt currently [77].
In addition [214] proposed that using cascaded Mach-Zehnder interferome-
ters in conjunction with a PL could be used as an adatpive optics system (14).
5 Conclusion and future
In this paper we have discussed how state-of-the-art optical technologies, i.e.
photonics, are currently creeping into the design and realisation of new as-
tronomical instrumentation with enhanced performance which could exploit
at best the light collection parameters of current very/large- and forthcoming
extremely-large-telescopes. This process of testing advanced optical technolo-
gies to investigate the sky can be seen as a continuation of a scientifically fruitful
tradition initiated by Galileos attempt to point his telescope to the Moon and
Jupiter. As discussed in Section 2, a number of interesting scientific cases would
take great advantage from a widespread use of photonic technologies thanks to
their intrinsic small footprint, multiplexing capability and superior performance
as compared to bulk optics.
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As we have seen, the small footprint offered by integrated optical components
is a mayor asset for astrophotonic instrumentation. This aspect has been already
exploited to deliver extremely compact beam combiners for optical astronomical
interferometry, which offer enhanced stability to climatic and mechanical pertur-
bations of the instrument (see Sec. 4.3). Additionally, several groups are trying
to develop miniaturised integrated photonic spectrographs, which could defeat
the harsh scaling of the size of conventional spectrographs with the telescope
diameter (Sec. 4.1). This would open a new era for spectroscopic instrumen-
tation, allowing a remarkable reduction of weight and realisation/maintenance
costs of spectrographs for extremely large telescopes. Miniaturisation can also
bring tremendous benefits to space borne instrumentation, saving precious fuel
or enabling more more experiments on the same space probe. In this context,
we mention the flight in 2017 of an integrated photonic spectrometer [24] on
the Australian nanosatellite i-INSPIRE 2, and the attempt to launch in early
2018 an integrated optics interferometric beam combiner with the French PicSat
[169]. More experiment will certainly follow in the future and demonstrate the
full potential of astrophotonics technologies for space astronomy.
Related to miniaturisation is also the opportunity to integrate in the in-
strument many small copies of optical devices delivering or processing the light
signal from the sky. Under this aspect, the introduction of optical fibres in spec-
troscopy revolutionised astronomy allowing to multiply by up to three orders of
magnitude the productivity of spectrographs (Sec. 4.2) or to enable spatially
and spectrally resolved images of distant galaxies (Sec. 4.2). This trend will
certainly continue in the future as planned large scale MOS (e.g. 4MOST, or
ELT/MOSAIC) will see the light and new astrophotonic functionalities may be
added (e.g. multiple PIMMS [34]).
Enhanced performance is also a key element of astrophotonic instrumenta-
tion, which may develop fully in the coming years. As we mentioned in Sec.
4.3, the superior performance of integrated optics beam combiners for optical
interferometry has been already demonstrated and employed in instruments like
GRAVITY, which promises to revolutionise our knowledge on the supermassive
black-hole nested at the center of our Galaxy[112]. Extension of the concept to
mid-infrared wavelengths is rapidly progressing [76, 155, 167] as is the increase of
the number of combined telescopes at the yet unexplored J spectral band [238].
As we have seen in Section 4.1, photonics is the only viable existing option to
enable the suppression of telluric OH emission lines before the spectrograph, a
key functionality for spectroscopy of galaxies with redshifts between 2 and 3 (the
cosmic noon). While proof-of-principle experiments have been already carried
out with GNOSIS, the forthcoming PRAXIS experiment promises to move from
technology to science demonstrator, delivering first science grade observations of
galaxies. Active photonics is also becoming more and more an essential tool of
modern astronomy. Laser Guide Stars (Sec. 4.5) will be the standard equipment
in Large and Extremely Large telescopes required to extend the use of adaptive
optics to fainter objects, while laser frequency combs (Sec. 4.5 promise to be-
come the ultimate calibrators for mid- and high-resolution spectroscopy. Laser
light sources are becoming also common in space exploration. For instance,
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the ChemCam of NASAs Curiosity Mars Rover features a powerful nanosecond
pulse infrared laser to perform Laser-Induced Breakdown Spectroscopy (LIBS)
of distant rocks. Light emitted by the laser plasma is delivered via optical fibre
from the collection optics on a robotic arm to the spectrometer hosted in the
chassis of the rover. In the future, lasers on board of deep-space probes could en-
able extremely accurate ranging to push our knowledge on planetary dynamics
to unprecedented precision [282], while large datasets could be beamed optically
to Earth at a rate of several hundred Mbit/s [33, 285, 263] exploiting the high
brilliance of laser sources.
We believe these three features will be the cornerstones of future applications
of photonic technologies to astronomical instrumentation. While the choice
between astrophotonic and conventional solutions has to be evaluated for each
instrumental project, at present three main challenges for the deployment of the
potential of photonic technologies in astronomy.
One key issue affecting mainly single mode astrophotonic components is the
small throughput, which is mainly due to the mismatch in the modal content of
uncorrected starlight and the supported modes in photonic component (see Sec.
3). This problem is particularly severe for large telescopic apertures and short
optical wavelengths. Besides using photonic lanterns to sort multimode light
into several single mode outputs, the definitive solution to this problem is match-
ing the single mode components to a telescope equipped with adaptive optics.
While diffraction limited beams are already possible at infrared wavelengths
on 8-meter class telescopes [72, 145], recent advances allow the achievement of
moderate Strehl ratios in the visible band at 6-meter class telescopes [237]. At
the same time, the development of micro-electro-mechanical-systems has con-
sistently reduced the prices of high-order deformable mirrors, making AO more
affordable. We expect that the increasing number of telescopes equipped with
moderate to extreme AO systems will contribute to increase the competitive-
ness of single-mode astrophotonic instrumentation as PIMMS, while bringing
to fruition the decade-long development of phase mask coronagraphs (Sec. 4.4).
A second aspect hindering the use of astrophotonic components is the rela-
tively narrow spectral coverage of existing manufacturing technologies. Most of
the photonic components has been optimised for the digital telecommunication
market, which operates in a narrow infrared band (approximatively correspond-
ing to the shorter half of the astronomical H-band) where silica is most trans-
parent. The availability of commercial components outside this range is scarce
and often not compliant to the requirements of astronomical use, e.g. they fea-
ture higher insertion or scattering losses compared to telecom band equivalents.
Clearly, astronomers will need to rely on existing manufacturing technologies,
as the optimisation of photonic production processes is beyond the possibilities
of the community. However growing markets, such as biophotonics and secu-
rity, currently drive photonic applications in the visible and mid-infrared bands,
which may deliver the required platforms for the development of astrophotonic
components. As we have seen in Sec. 4.3, advances in manufacturing tech-
nologies for mid-infrared photonics are are behind recent progress towards mid-
infrared integrated optics beam combiners for stellar interferometry.
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A third aspect is the achievable dynamical range of integrated optical de-
vices. As mentioned, these have mostly been developed for digital telecommuni-
cations where modulation contrasts of 20 dB (1:100) or less are usually sufficient
to reduce bit error rates to negligible values. With these specifications, stray
light originating from modal mismatches or scattering in waveguides does not
affect substantially the performance of the devices. On the contrary, several
astronomical science cases (such as high precision spectroscopy, coronagraphy
or nulling interferometry) require contrasts exceeding 30 dB. At these levels the
already mentioned sources of stray light may result unacceptable and pose a
challenge for the development of astronomy-grade integrated optics.
We put forward that dealing with these challenges will be at the focal point
of new astrophotonic developments in the years to come, which will certainly
witness new fascinating discoveries in astronomy enabled by increasingly so-
phisticated instrumentation, where state-of-the-art photonics will play a crucial
role.
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